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Standard Vitrobm Resistor
"Vitrohm" is a trade name
applied only toWard Leonard
products in which the resistive clement is completely
enclosed and permanently
protected by a fused -on coating of vitreous enamel. These
resistors have been manufactured without basic change
for more than 35 years.
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Pla2122111LMulti- Tapped Vitrohm
Resistor

Vitrohm Radio Resistors arc
more than a wire -wound
tube which is coated with a
"protective" covering. They
embody the technical improvements and production
skill of three decades' manufacture
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Tapped Vitrohm Resistor
The technical story of Vitrohm Resistor superiority is
short: Vitrohm Resistors consist of a porcelain tube upon
which is wound resistance
wire. This wire is then coated
with and surrounded by
fused -on vitreous enamel at
high temperatures: an intimate bond is established between the enamel and the
wire.

of radio re-

ceivers and power apparatus
employing resistance are invited
to use the research and engineering facilities of Ward Leonard
Electric Co.

The many radio manufacturers
now using our 35 years' resistance
experience recognize the value of
our cooperation and facilities and
make constant use of this service.
The mutual development of special
resistors and rheostats for the solution of unique problems in circuit
design or production schemes impose no obligation upon you.

An aggressive sales, publicity and

advertising campaign on Vitrohm Radio Resistors has started
and will continue throughout the

Inch Vitrohm Rheostat for
Heavy Duty. Available up to
4

500 ohms,

During the making of Vitrohm Resistors the resistance
wire is subjected to an "ageing" process which guarantees permanence in value
indefinitely.

Dual- Mounting Vitrobm
Resistor

The question is frequently
asked, "Why do you stick to
wire? Is there not some method of producing a resistor
which is less expensive and
just as good for all practicable purposes ?" The answer
is n9. For 35 years Ward
Leonard has endeavored to
find a better, a cheaper, method of producing resistance
and it has not yet been found.

summer months. Dealers and
jobbers desiring the profit- protection guaranteed under our merchandising plan should write for
complete details.

Dual- Section Vitrohm

The Adjustat. 8 Values, z to
2500o ohms, r5 steps

Resistor
During this process, all wire
which is not perfect is destroyed. The very manufac-

turing processes through

which these resistors pass is a
test far more severe than any
imposedupon them in service.

ti steps
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RESISTORS

Ward Leonard ectric Compan
41 South Street.

Mount Vernon, N. Y.

www.americanradiohistory.com

The Vitrohm Resistor upon
a dollar and cents basis is
the most permanently accurate resistance element avail able today.
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is volume

means to you

The fact that literally millions of coils are produced by Dudlo every season means not only that Dudlo
is the world's headquarters for magnet wire and coils -but it has even greater significance.
This tremendous output automatically requires highly specialized manufacturing methods impossible
in smaller plants. It provides testing and inspection facilities that guarantee a more uniform product.
It assures exact adherence to customers' specifications.
Such enormous volume also permits the maintenance of experimental laboratories that can be of great
assistance to you in designing and developing more efficient coils for the products you make or sell.
Rush orders, large seasonal demands, or the unusual requirements of any manufacturer are regularly
absorbed in the huge Dudlo plants without confusion, delays, or disappointments. The needs of any
one branch of the electrical industry are well within the normal capacity of Dudlo.
Those manufacturers who use Dudlo coils in their products are never victims of lowered manufacturing
standards or lax inspection even at the peak of the season.
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DUDLO MANUFACTURING CORPORATION,
STREET
NEWARK, N. J.

56 EARL

160

NORTII LA SALLE STREET
CHICAGO, ILL.

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA

4153 BINGI IAN1 AVE.

274 BRANNAN ST.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
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pARTS and set manufacturers are preparing their campaigns for the coming year. Both groups have computed, from the sales of last year, the present market
trends and the psychological face of the ultimate consumer, the anticipated sales and are staling their production
accordingly.
Statistical reports indicate that the sale of complete sets
is on the increase. Though statistics are inclined to be inaccurate. they are. nevertheless. sufficiently accurate to allow
one to note which way the wind is blowing.
The very fact that there lias been an increase in the sales
of complete sets menus but one thing: i. e. the parts manufacturers have lost some of their most important and greatly
cherished consumer trade. It is true, of course. that a few
parts manufacturers have benefited by this swing. through
the sale of pints. in utiitity. to a few set manufacturers.
Statistics likewise indicate that the parts business has
been dropping off to suie extent for the past two years. The
figures are not comparative. This means. 111:11 the consumer
market for parts has bcru considerably weakened.
There is no problem attached to the present coudItioGI. The
direct and immediate answer to the situation is the Professional Set Builder. lie las introduced a new and very
worthy proposition to the ultimate consumer. I le hits shown
the radio fan how he can get exactly what he wants in the
way of a radio. at a reasonable price mud lui DUS grief. lie
has originates the "custom built" set.
There are literally tl sands of these men olio are
graduates of all manier of radio organizations. Men with
ambition and initiative who are pushing the custom built
set idea to the limit. They have come to be one of the most
important factors in the radio field and with more assistance
from the parts manufacturers they are capable of pushing
parts sales up to a record leak. But they Deed the help of
the manufacturers as much as the manufacturers need theirs.
They have n fine idea. worthy from every viewpoint and one
which, insofar as possibilities are concerned. is far better
than the original "build your own" idea.
Even as conditions stand. sales figures show ever increasing
returns from Professional Set Builders. Radio dealer establishments are not losing ground. but there is a less number of
them. Those which i'i lieue have in their employ one or
more Professional Set Builders.
l'he fact that these men have a very aplaalIng proposition
to offer the prospective customer: namely. a receiver built
to exact requirements, equal if not sulrrior to many factory
built sets. practically fool- proiif and bat . ed by the right kind
of service. it seems only logical that they will go a long way
towards altering the opinions of the radio buyer.
me Professional Set Builder is handicapped in many respects and if he is to make the most oat of the proposition
he must have the confidence and cooperation of the manufacturer with whom he directly or indirectly deals. Ninny
parts and kit manufacturers have already taken steps to
form closer contact with these men, whether or not they buy
direct or through a jobber.
RADIO ENGINEERING expects to work with both the Professional Set Builders and the parts manufacturers In putting
the "custom built" idea over. A series of articles on the subject will start in our next issue.
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DUREZ for the harder service
DUREZ for the thinner, lighter part
plastic that can be
used with confidence to mold
parts that must meet requirements
of exceptional strength and durability. Durez parts have extraordinary resistance to wear, heat,
shock and strain. They come
from the mold complete, with a
perfect finish, ready for a long
life of useful service even under
severe conditions.
Radio parts made of Durez are
light and strong and have a finish
that does not wear off, fade or become dull with age and use. Durez
an be molded with holes, metal
DUREZ is a

inserts and structural features
that facilitate assembly.
Durez takes the form of the
mold with extreme accuracy and
its mechanical strength makes
very thin sections practical. Strong
and quick- hardening, it saves the
cost of careful, time-consuming
labor required for delicate parts
made of other materials.
All the qualities of Durez -its

for it in a wide range of industries. The most advantageous
application of this plastic to your
production process will be determined in the Durez laboratory,
without obligation.
Molded samples of Durez on
request. Specify color.

high physical and dielectric

NORTH TONAWANDA, NEW YORK

strength, its attractive permanent
luster, its accurate molding and
quick hardening, its ready adaptability have gained preference

CHICAGO

-

PLASTICS
GENER*I.
INCORPORATED
NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO

la\4W4
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Set Manufacturers:
What are y'ou offering the unsold market?
Millions of homes still have no radio. Why?
Because the average radio set does not satisfy a
critical ear.

Forward looking set manufacturers are compensating for loud speaker deficiencies by including
the Hiler System in their new models. They are
offering to the unsold market, receivers which
pass the critical ear test.
RISING CHARACTERISTICS on LOW FREQUENCIES

are obtained with

HILER TUNED DOUBLE IMPEDANCE
10

g

8

e

7

6
5

4

3
2
1

50

100

400

200

800

1600

3200

6900

12800

Voltage Amplification - One Stage
A curve flat from 150 to 10.000 cycles and rising between 150 and 30 cycles offsets the
falling characteristics of loud speakers and output circuits. .\ sharp cut -off below resonant
peak prevents motor -boating. Four times power output feature retained. Naturalness as well
as clearness is result of accurate laboratory research on loud speakers and double impedance
amplifiers. Combinations of tuned and untuned stages can be made to fit any condition, thus
producing straight line results as you hear it.
Licenses }or the use of the DOUBLE I.l!PE11.'1.\'C7: Sv,atem are being
issued to n limited number of established maaufaetu;erc- /nfringers
will he prosecuted under Patents 1589692 and 1615224. It'ih r f,Nuf;
pending.)
l erne nsh rl i n= rrr.:ç 1r arnnnr,d 1, ; nppoiuhurnf.

HILER AUDIO CORP.
10 Argyle Terrace,

-

-

-

-

-

Irvington, N. J.
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Two New Quality Products
by the izake;T of thefamouf
,ram ma r i u n d Condo/sox
The New Hammarlund R. F. Choke
MOÙERN

engineering practice ha,
proved the value of R. I'. chokes for
confining radio frequency currents to their
proper channels, thus preventing unbalanced circuits and consequent distortion.
'Iltis is a quality idea, ideally exemplified
in the use of the new style Hammarlund
Choke. Made in two sizes: 85 and 2511
millihenries, effective over the entire
hr a ca st :nid amateur wave -band.
I

An Improved

"Hammarlund Jr."

THE

famous Hammarlund Midget Condenser has been simplified. The new
"Ilammarluntl Jr." has all essential features of the former mislcl- soldered brass
plates, aluminum frame, one -hole or base hoard mounting. Knob included.
In addition, it is equipped with a rotor
lock which fixes the rotor in any position
-an important advantage when used for

neutralizing.

Pour sizes.

Wherever radio is known throughout the world. Ilammarlund's reput:
for precision quality is recognized. No
other introduction is required for these two worthy new
members of the Hammarlund radio family.

Write for literature

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO.
424--438 W. 33rd Street, New York

3o't, Rolex

Ra,dii,o-

itámmarlund
PRECIS/ON

PRODUCTS

S.i.4

Page

Cacio !:.f,yiaerri.fg.
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Phasatrol, with Bakelite Molded case; made by Electrad, Inc., New York,

.I

flgaxl. 1917

N. Y.

What more can one ask of
Molded Insulation
WHEN Electrad, Inc. was
asked why they used
Bakelite Molded for the Phasatrol, their answer was given
in five words
"Appearance,
Durability, Insulation, Sales
Value."
The fact
Bakelite
Molded combines permanently
rich color and high lustre with
strength, durability and high
insulation value, has established it as the standard radio
insulation. The advantages of

-

that

Bakelite Molded are so well
known to the radio public that
its use for any radio part is a
definite sales help.

Bak e lit e

engineers and research laboratories are always
at the service of the radio industry for determining the best
and most economical means of
adapting Bakelite Molded to
the requirements of any particular part or device.

Write for Booklet No.

38.

BAKELITE CORPORATION
247

Park Ave., New York, N.Y. Chicago Office, 635 W. 22nd St.

BAKELITE CORPORATION OF CANADA, LTD..

163

Dufferin St.. Toronto. Ont.

BAK .LITE
REGISTE,

THE MATERIAL OF
-The rrt,strrrd Trade Stark and Symbol shown abase may

A THOUSAND USES

be used only on products made from material.
manufactured by Bakelite Corporation. Under the capital "
I. the numerical ugn for infinity.
unlimited
quantity 11 symbolise the minute number of precut and frame usw of Babebe Corporation,.orproducts

B
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Vacuum Tubes, Their Manufacture
and Application*
Sonie inside information on the vacuum tube family tree
By R. C. Robinson j

Part II
Special Glasses
many special glasses have to be
ii d in the tubes. The small ones are
made from lead or lime glasses similar to those einpluyed in incandescent
bumps. X -ray tubes are constructed
either front a lime glass which contains 110 lead, as lead in any form dissolved in the glass absorbs X -rays, or
from a composite bulb. a part of which
must contain no lead. while the remainder is made from glass which
contains as high as 50 per cent lead
oxide. This glass, if it is more than
one-quarter inch thick. prevents all
X -rays from passing through it and
thus serves to protect the operator of
the tube from X -rays. The higher
power radio tubes are built of a glass
of low expansion find high melting
point. as it is less liable to crack under
rapid changes of temperature and will

stand

ing the operation of the tube. sometimes increasing amui sometimes decreasing. so that one could never be
sure of the penetration Of the X -rays.
The focal spot would also wander

around on the target. This was bad
for radiography, as it wouhl make
pour pictures. These faults were entirely eliminated with the hot cathode

higher temperatures without

softening.

This glass. known as
very similar to the well kuuwn lyre glass. and has the added
advantage that it will allow large
sized tungsten wires to be sealed directly into it without the resulting
seal cracking or leaking. A great
amount of thought and work has been
put on. the glass problem to be sure
that the best glass has been selected
for each particular use and that it is
handled in the hest manner. as the success of the entire vacuum tube line
depends on the reliability of the glass
to metal seals and the glass bulbs.
r: 703 -P. is

X -Ray Tubes
The Coolidge X -ray tube was the
first practical high vacuum tube
which made use of therntionic emission. It was invented by Dr. W. D.
Coolidge of the Research Laboratories
..f Ile General Electric Company. coincident with Langmtir's studies on
the emission of electrons from hot
bodies. Previous to 1913 the couuuercial X -ray tube had gas in it. mid the
cathode generally was an aluminum
disc. The gas pressure changed durFrom M. I.

T.

t Engineer, Vacuum
Electric Company.

Technology
Tube

Engineering

Dept.,

General

A standard Coolidge X -ray tube

this.

(lue can always cuutrol the
quantity and quality of the X -ray by
the filament current and the voltage
applied across the tube. and all tubes
can be correspondingly cuntrolltd su
they are alike.

The Coolidge Tubes
The original Coolidge tube had a
umotungsten filament amounted in
aa

Iybdeuunt focusing device as a cathode. mounted opposite an all tungsten
anode. The electrodes were sealed
into arms attached to a seven -inch
glass bulb, the over-all length being
sufficient to insulate the two electrodes from one another so that at
least 1000III volts could be applied to
the tube. The very best possible
vfieuum was produced and maintained
in the tube. It was manufactured in
three designs so that it could carry
or
fifty,
approximately twenty,
eighty milliamperes at 100,000 volts
continuously for periods of time long
enough to make a good picture of any
part of the human body. These tubes
were designated as fine, meditan and
broad focus tubes, and were used for
high -grade radiographic work (fine
focus). stereoscopic work or treatment work (broad focus). or for all
these classes of work (medium focus).
This tube always had to be used with
roetitied current as the anode operated up to 15(0 degrees C. and thus
The current
cconlil ("Hilt electrons.
under these eircumstances could flow
in either direction. For an X -racy
tube to function properly, all of the
X -rays must be produced at the anode.
The World War necessitated that
X -ray tubes be used as near the battle fields as possible. Consequently,
ilr. ('uulidge designed a tube which
would rectify its mvn current and operate directly from a transformer.
The X -ray out tit thus was simplified
greatly. The principle of the tube was
the same as ill th. earlier tubes, hint
the anode was a thin tungsten button
east into the end of it large copper
rod. This copier carries the heat. produced by the electrons striking the
tungsten. outside of the tube so that
it can be radiated into the air. As
long as the anode stays below the
melting p t of copper. the tube is
its own rectifier.
Following these two general types
of tubes several others have been dosigned for special purposes. suit as
for dental work: for work which demands an easily portable outfit: for

therapeutic treatments. espeiially of
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size from the well known 109

dry cell
receiving Iube to the 1141 K. \V. trans mitting tube. The circuits in which
these tube: are used are varied and
complicntcd. but they must be very
carefully adjusted and regulated or
the tubes will be ruined. 'Hwy are
used ns auuplitiers of .1111111 currents
and v.df ages. detectttr of small alternating current voltages. and generators of electric oscillation. in all of
them lite third element, the grid, is
glared 11etweett the Mimi(' and cathode
and is 11unle of ticket. 11mdy1111emumt or
tIuicsteo wires. 'l'he theory of its
''Itcr:11 ice is simple.
Ify iatprrssi!v a
Il.'gal ive 11I positive v..Itaigt' on the
wid the number of electrons rtnrhitg
th. plate 1tt11 bi' greatly diminished
or increased. and Iq- this method small
rhanccs in grid voltage make large
chats. in the ctnreuf flowing through
the

c:uuer: fui rapid picture taking,

so

that pirares 1:111 be made of the chest,
for instance. without the "heart
shadow" being blurred. etc. They are
designed to operate on voltages from
40.14)0 to 2:á0.1100.

These

tubes

are

so

easily

con-

trolled that many uses other than
those for the doctor and dentist have
been discovered.
They tar used for
sterilizing purposes, for duvet itg
flaws in masses of Metal. for studying
the structure Of that atom. and stun.
other duties of general and scientific
interest. They have practically superseded the gas tube throughout the entire world and have been of great benefit to the 11111111111 race. .\Ithough all
cancer cases caner be cured by
X -rays. it is used extensively for cancer treatment and in matuy cases is
beneficial. In this country alone approximately 15,1441 tubes a year are
made.

Kenotrons
A kenotrou is a vacuum: device for

rectifying alternating current. 'l'he
word is derived from the Greek adjective kenos, meta uimg "empty" and
suffix tton. siugiifying as "instrument" or "appliance." Ilr. I)ushuaait.
of the Itesearch Laboratory of the
General Electric Company. first designed and applied commercial keno-

trolls for use as remitters.

His first

tubes had tungsten or niolybdeuum
plate or cylindrical amides with a hot
cathode tungsten filament.
As described earlier, an X -ray tube is also
a rectifier as long as the anode does
not become too hot. All kei.tir. tts
therefore, are designed so times the
anodes do not become hot under the
service where they must operate.
Like an X -ray tube their vacuums must
be as good as possible. and the tube
must be long enough to withstand the
operating voltage.

Uses for Kenotrons
Many different types are now made
in orderIo have tunes safisfactery l i

tuube.

mitting tubes.

Hundreds of thtnusaids ..i' the small
100 and 20I-.\ receiving tubes are
made annually. The large 110111:11111
has warr;uu the designing ..f special
nmrltitery for making theta. and their
It mill tllael lll'e, ;Is ra l'l'ird on in the Intamp l'actoties. employs

15.IH10

Methods somutvhnt

H. F. Tanis, Jr.. holding one of the new Coolidge cathode ray tubes

various purposes. tae of the principal uses for kenotrous is t.. rectify
current l'or radio receiving :11111 trans-

Isere vol.a,e' tip j.'
are used and power as high as
50 K. \\-.
'l'unes rat rr,tify voltages
even higher if !Hamlett
Examples of
applications using higher voltages are
cable testing. smoke precipitation. and
and excitation for X -ray tubes. lay the
proper arrangement of inner. 5011,11111)
V.& sets nevi' 111'1'11 Mati.. nad even
higher
as are twin,
i.-igueti. \Pith
the use of these sets faults iu transmission cables can br d,ttrted and
located before the (table actually
breaks down. Tints the ca nie ran be
repaired without interrupting the
service.
The smoke elimination application
is becoming evert more valnnble. 'l'he
kenotron is employed to supply high
direct voltage. direct current for the
Cottrell process smoke precipitation.
A chain or wire hanging in the center
of the stack is connected to the negative end of the kenotrot while the
positive is joined to the chiutney or to
metal plates inside. When voltages
high enough to make at 1411.111111 are
used the smoke anal dust particles
coagulate and collect on the electrodes,
most of theta going to the anode plate.
This dust ran then he periodically
cleaned off the plate.
For X -ray tube ex'itaitiou even
higher voltage keuotous are required.
and tunes capable of rectifying 2110.000
colts leak are being trade. Their
construction depends on the voltage
and current regnircd. Van' the higher
voltages lover luu.uunl it is desirable
to have the eleetriales opposite one
another the same as the X -ray tubes.
while for high currents pup to 250
milli amperes the concentric arrangement of the electrodes seems best.

l'liiitrus
used

are three element vacuum

principally for radio trans-

mission mud reception.

A standard type photo -electric cell

for lamp production. As the
volume of the bulb is small and the
electrodes are light. their exhaust is
rapid and is made sure by the use of
used

'getters".

Plioiroas
triter

similar to those

They range in

Transmitting Tubes
The transmitting tithes range fromi
watts to 100 K. W. The 2511 watt
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size was the first large type and was
the tube used aboard ship when l'resident Wilson made his famous trip to

Europe following the war, during
which he kept in constant communication with this country. This is the
tube originally used in broadcasting
and operates with a 2000 volt plate
circuit. The one and five kilowatt
sizes are not in great demand, but the
twenty kilowatt is now being used
extensively in broadcasting. All but
the latter have glass bulbs, while it
has a copper water cooled anode attached to a glass insulation chamber.
The one hundred kilowatt is similar
to the twenty but is larger.
A few comparisons between the 199
tube and the 100 K. W. tube are interesting. The latter has eight feet of
filament which weighs about two
ounces. enough tugsten to make
750,000 -199 filaments. The tube is
five feet long compared to three inches
for the 199. 225 amperes are used to
heat the filament, while the 199 uses
.06 ampere.
The exhaust of these larger tubes is
very difficult and all known methods
for getting the gases from the glass
and elements are used, such as baking
out in ovens, heating with high frequency currents, bombarding with
direct currents, and oscillating. Wherever possible chemicals are also employed in the exhaust.

Special Uses
Besides their use for radio telephony
and telegraphy three element tubes
are used for signalling or talking over
power lines (carrier current), for voltage and current .regulation of generators, for power limiting devices, for
manometers, to determine very low gas
pressures. etc.

Four element tubes. keno- pliotrons.
which rectify their own current, and
SO can derive their
power from the
ordinary A. C. power line, have been
made and probably will find extensive
use in the near future.
Other special vacuum tubes (dynatrons and pliodynatrons) have been
designed, utilizing the negative resistance characteristics resulting from
secondary emission, but have little
commercial application at present.

Cathode-Ray Tube
The latest type high vacuum tube is
one designed by Dr. Coolidge, and is
called the Cathode Ray tube. In it
the electrons from the hot cathode are
focussed into a tubular anode. Their
speed (voltages up to 350,000 volts
have been applied between the anode
and cathode) carries them through
this tube so that they strike the end
of the anode, which is of very thin
metal preferably nickel (approximately .0005" thick). Most of them
pass through this thin metal and
enter the air. In a darkened room, at
the higher voltages a discharge can be
seen extending more than two feet
from the end of the anode. Minerals
placed in the path of the ray phosphoresce and fluoresce brilliantly and

are very beautiful. Certain chemical
reactions take place rapidly in the
rays, such as the polymerization of
acetylene. Bad burns will be made in
an extremely short time if the ray is
directed on flesh. These phenomena
are being studied by Dr. Coolidge and
many commercial applications are expected. As in all vacuum tubes, a very
high vacuum must be maintained.
The vacuum secured by regular methods is augumented by dipping a side

tube attached to the bulb. and containing charcoal, into liquid air. The
charcoal rapidly absorbs gases and
creates the necessary high vacuum In
the tube.

Photo Electric Cells
Photo electric cells do not depend on
hot cathodes for their electron emission, but on the fact that the alkali
metals under certain conditions give
off electrons when light falls upon
them. Their use is increasing rapidly
for such work as signalling, sorting
light from dark objects, transmission
of pictures, etc. A standard type has
a potassium hydride film deposited on
the inside of an evacuated bulb, which
serves as the cathode of a two element
tube. Light falling on this cathode
causes electrons to be given off, the
amount varying with the intensity of
the light. These flow to the anode
when a voltage is applied between the
anode and cathode. Currents up to
1.3 milliamperes can thus pass through
the tube when approximately 250 volts
are used. This current can be made to
operate relays or can be amplified
through pliotrous and thus is capable
of performing various duties.
When one considers that all of the
devices discussed, except the incandescent lamp, have been developed
within the past fifteen years, and that
all are the result of pure scientific
research followed by intensive developmental engineering, one wonders what
may be in store for us during the next
score of years. The results so far
obtained are stupendous monuments to
the men who were farsighted enough
to supply the facilities for this wonderful work.

Time Study on Set Owners
Data on
Manufacturers have recently been holding a stole
watch on the average rant°
pAl)lO
user, in order to more prom
erly design sets for the listeners'
pleasure.
Time as an element which has to he
considered in the production of power
equipment for radio operation is
really a vital factor, according to the
Socket Power Committee of the Radio
Division of the National Electrical
Manufacturers Association, which has
just issued information showing how
long people listen to the radio in :t
given week.
The study, which is based on the
per cent of listeners using radio receivers in excess of any given number of hours per week, shows that
about 1 /10 of a per cent of all radio
listeners use a set in excess of 140
hours each week ; 1 per cent use it
in excess of 100 hours, 10 per cent in

íA umber

of flours Per Week Sets Are in Use
excess e1 A) hours, _I) per cent in
excess of 43 hours, 30 per cent in
excess of 33 hours, 50 per cent in excess of 38, and 80 per cent in excess
of 30 hours.
The study made by the NEMA Committee is shown in the accompanying curve made up from answers
received from broadcasting areas in
the east, mid -east, center and west
coast of the United States.
The makers of batteries, tubes,
charging units and like material are
represented on the Socket Power Committee which made this study, and
were interested in the collection of
information to guide them in the proper design of material which would,
when installed, adequately supply the
set with sufficient power, with the
minimum outlay of equipment, but
with sufficient reserve capacity so that
unusual use of the set might be made
from time to time as required.
..
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A New High Voltage Rectifier
Capable of supplying sufficient power for satisfactory operation
of a 71/, Watt Transmitter
new heavy duty, high voltage. gas tilled rectifier tubes
have recently been derelopeol
which have some very interesting characteristics. These tubes were
designed primarily for Amateur transmission work.
T%VO

details of cuustuctiou. whereby this
high voltage and current unity be obtained are clearly shown in Fig. 3.
It is due to this type of construction
that the life of the i-ci -tifier at such
excessive drains. namely, 42 watts un
the 911 mil. rectifier :und ISt) watts on
the 310 stil. rectifier, is appreciably
lengthened.

Theory of Operation
The principle employed in the tu ut-raou of this type Of rectifier is by no
means simple. but is bound up with the
respective mass of electrons and positive ions, as well as the relative sizes
of the two electrodes.
It must be
reuneutbered that in this class of tube.
the electrodes are included iu a bull,
tilled with some inert gas at a fixed
pressure. and that when a potential
ditTrenee is applied tu the electrodes.
the gas is iuuized and the electrons,
due to their smaller mass. will travel
much more rapidly in the une direction than the positive ions travel in
the other. Therefore. due to the sluggish action of the positive particles,
there will lie a [trot ottderauee of positive ions in the spare between the electrodes. tin the application of it volt-

wave rectifier of this type as in Fig. 4.
When the point electrode is negative
a very large nuntbet of positive particles. coming from the ionized gas,
lutttmpt to reach the point electrode
which being negative Izas u strong attraction for these positive particles.
Due to its relatively small surface
there is it terrific congestion or crowdSHROUD OF
POSITIVE PARTICLES

INERT

/ GAS

h

Fig. 1. The 300 mil. and the 90
mil. rectifier tubes contrasted with
a 210 power tube
l'han. .our.
11au ;estran li f,rri.a,f
.

irplp (jn.

larger tithe delivers an output
of 300 uniliaaulares at SINI volts in a
full wave rwtitieatioui circuit. The
small tube. which is :ils.> a full wave
rectitier. will deliver 90 milliamperes
at 470 volts.
By operating four of these rectifiers
ill .crie. il is possible to obtain
'Che

volts.
It is obvious that the large tube
van be used in an --.\- il -I "' eliminator
supplying a receiver using 201 -A type
tubes with the filaments connected in
series. 'Cho small now. with an output of 90 milliamperes lias sufficient
output to supply --A." "It.- and -'e "'
power for a receiver employing 109
tubes having their ti launeuts similarly
connected.
The nsrfitl life of both of these
tubes is rate,/ by the manufacturer at
251111 hunt's.
Fig. 1 shows the pu mil. tube :nd
the 300 mil. tube contrasted with a
21(1 power amplifier tube.
Fig. 2 shows the smooth regulation
of the 90 stil. rectifier. Front this
curve it is seen that the regulation
bthveen the 40 mil. load and the 90
load is not over 31) cults. The

Fig. 4. Illustrating the operation
of a gaseous conduction half -wave

rectifier

hog tot'tlese particles around the point
electrode and it is this congestion
which forms the aloud or screen of
positive particles aruuud the point
electrode which virtually elTects the
valve or shut-off action :nul prevents
the ntigratiuu ut' electrons from the
point to the plue and teIlotys current
tu flow ill one direction only. (7'hi.r
crowding of po.itire particles about

the point elerhvnle ix analogous to n
subway jans in which a great number
of people are attempting to gel on a
train ',bile others arc gt/ling off.
/tar to t orertrlteltnin!l majority of
people alfrmplinp to !ICI rut. 1'1 r.rt fete
.sneered in getting off.)
The cuutbal between the positive

t

liages namely 21011 volts, tu
operate the new type s..'. 75 watt
transmitting tube. Ky using No of
these riIitics in sera,. na nnery ollain sufficient voltage to operate the
20:1 -. \. At the present titer the uann1'actttrer of these rectifiers is dev,loloiug a half -wave rectifier eapa-liii of
supplying 130 milliamperes al 13100
stain-bolo

PLATE
ELECTRODE

INSULATOR

Fig.

2. Voltage regulation curve of
the 90 mil. rectifier tube

particles, and the uguitive particles
which are attempting to leave the
point electrode is shown clearly by the
region of brilliant luminosity in the
immediate vicinity of the point elts -trode. 'l'he hoot of this combat may le

age. which is alternating in chtaacter.
between the electrucle's. entrent will
flow each half of the eycte lit opposite
directions. and the plate and point will
alternately become :node and calltode.
Ilowever. on aceount of the nault

greater area of the plate the greater
current will tic«- tchen it is the positive terminal of the external circuit.
hence ut rectifying effect trill be ubutino,l. although it is tu be orteil that
absolutely perfect reotitieatiuu is not
possible. but by earful design practi-

cally INifect recertification limy be obi:tiuetl. 'flue roctifiotutiou ratio. as may
he !tallied the ratio of the mean current iu nue direction to that in the
other. will thus be seen to be approximately the ratio of the rosllcetive
electrod areas at any given pressure.
This theory perhaps nuty be more
clearly shown by referring tu a half-

o

I

Ì

1

I
I

, '_,
GLASS'

PORCELAIN

Fig. 3. Internal construction of the
high voltage rectifier tube
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judged by the brightness of this yellow glow.
During this period the potential drop
takes place at a very short distance
front the cathode (probably of the
saule order as the distance through
which an electron must fail to produce
ionization at the impressed voltage).

sharpshuutei' with a ri lie which shouts
titi iron bullet.
It is a known fact that with a fixed
charge in the cartridge. the bullet will
tratel a certain distance. Now let us
suppose that the alley is of such a
INSULATOR
POINT
ELECTRODE

The Insulation
d. A. .how. an electrode Leith
all insulator which is nut recessed
while It, C and I) .how the insulator
%situ various degrees of recessing.
The 11'pe shuwti in A will safely
stand about rio cults and the type
shown in It is gaud fur approxinlately
2511 volts %while the type shown is C
will safely stand :t.ao valls. 1) shows
the type used in the present rectifiers
and this type will safely stand 8110

If

the electrode k supported by an
plat farm or support as
shown in A. this insulator is destroyed
within a very short time if high potentials are used: this is true even when
the insulator is made of quartz.
When ti le palm electrode is protected by all annular porcelain tylindir. kept nutty from the electrode
ti distance beyond the border line of
the IstsitiVt screen. as sltotvu in A of
CLOUD OF

.I

tracted to the iron wall. Therefore,
tie must increase the length of the
alley so that the bullet will be attracted ti, the iron %vais before the
is shot.

BRICK
WALL

IRON WALL

HIGHLY

MAGNETIZED

Fig. 6. Illustrated analogy of relative attraction as outlined below

length and the iron wall is so highly
auagali'red tleiI before the bullet

attracted
ill the inni wall awl attach itself to it.
In this wary the sharpshooter may tire
directly at the uuut at the other end
of the idle). who will be as sure of not
roaches the uuul if

if

Neill be

he were behind the

with a transformer secondary vultage of 850 volts each side of the
center tap. the till mil. tube has been
found capable of delivering 5111 volts
and 45 mils for it period iu excess of
its rating.
As this vintage is far in excess of
any required by a radio broadcast receiver. this tube has liven rated at OD
nails and 470 volts. This may be obtained by having
transformer secondary voltage of Uhn volts or 450
volts each side ..f the center tap.
as

Think About R.
A Discourse on
POINT -'
ELECTRODE

INSULATOR
NO

RECESS
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A

:
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Chokes

F.

Their Function and Requirements
By Bert E. Smith*

2:1

8:1

C

D

Ratio of depth of recess in
insulator to radial distance from
cathode to insulator
Fig.

the im-

that knowing the attractive potter of
the electrode l'or the positive particles,
the depth of the recess may be determined for any desired voltage. It teas
ill this manner that the ratio tif the
depth of recess to the width of the
annular space between the cathode
:nad the insulator was found to be e:1
for this voltage. For higher voltages
this ratio Must be increased.

iron wall.

t,

increasing

Ivy the above :analogy it crut be seen

being shot as

POSITIVE PARTICLES

to

pressed voltage. let us assume that the
cartridge is charged with a higher
pottered powder. If this is the case
the man at the end of the alley will
be shot before the bullet can be at-

mana

welts.

insulating

An:flagons

8.19

5.

Fig. .'. no destructive action takes
place if the depth a1 the :umtdar space
thus formed surrounding the elecuode
be such that any positive particles
which succeed in catering the space
will be dra wit into the electrode before
arriving at the poins where the electrode is in contact \Vitte tae insulator.
If the attraction ut' the electrode and
the pressure in the hulk is fixed. this
action is dependent ou two factors. the
width of the ;U111ul:11' amt, and the
'e'lucity of the particle.

Analogy of Relative Attraction
Let lis suppose that a small section
of the annular space between the
electrode and the insulator. such as
slioa'u in the ',hailed port'
in the
top sketch of Fig et. be represented by
a long narrow alley as shown in the
lower .sketch. une tcatll of which is
14:nle of highly nutguetized iron and
the oilier %vall of brick. . ',t one cud of
this long alley let us assume there is
a Hoot and al the other end aber( is a

()NW years ago, tcitlt the idea
of high renrt:nc'e for as high
as could be _ntloll over the
broudralst haunt, si,ute%%halo
bod} deciJed tall l {. I. Higdon.: should
Ile all induct ti Ill'I' :lad tea Ca push y.
Which for the Inn'lur.c in uü oil N%ats
Very good but %Vita the astral initiative
of the designer of modern
radio
equipment. everyhadl who lift" thought
of I{. F. chokes since thou has stuck
to the smile old story, without ever
exercising a brain cell ou whether it
wits the right thing or out.
In the transmitter utilizing shunt
feed. of the reteiel' of the same
variety. tae etliriucy Is direel!ii proportionate to the efficiency of the
crake. .1ud as 111.1% of the present
uansuailtrs. and fully halt the receivers. are shunt feed. it seems remarkable that catnu11n1icaliau is as
_Ind as it is auaoigst amateurs. Still.
raw tied their Nee hoar of a fellotr
with one ilea pincer w'ho is moving
traffic where we can't get it prep back
with 947 watts input. ',Ve should look
at the choke with large gobs of suspicion dripping Prom nun glance.

Action of R. F. Choke
As a matter of fact. the actual mechanics of what goer uu in an It. F.

choke are mil cleanly understood by
11ma111V experimenters.
An R. l''. choke
(Ines not choke: It offers loaner resistance to the passage of R. F.
current than a piece of straight wire.

I

Allen It. Cantwell

11 Jfr.

Carp.

P

-

Tracing
In Fig.
%rill ass

FIG.

1

the flow of radio
quency current
1
,

fre-

we have a tube which we
has a series of impulses at

radio frequency being fed to the grid:
it choke and batteries.
In this circuit an r. f. indicator at
"11" "Ii" or "hi" will show that the
circuit contains r. f., providing the impedance of "1." is low at that frequeprr. NOW lei us shunt "I." with a
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"C" as shown in Fig. 2.
Our indicator will show that there is
r. f. in the circuit of "C" but none at
"h" or "bl ". The natural assumption
is that the choke has prevented the
flow of r. f. through "L- b -bl," and diverted it through "C ", but while this is
the effect, what actually has taken
place is quite different. The radio frequency passing through "p-L -b -bi" has
induced an opposite, and approximately equal (depending upon the
condenser

-

FIG. 2-

The same as Fig. 1 but with the
addition of a by -pass condenser
efficiency of

cuit

"L ") current in the cir-

"L-b-bl -C."

"b"

Inasmuch as

and "bl" are common to both, and the
r. f. currents are equal and opposite,
they balance each other and cannot be
detected by the ordinary r. f. indicator,
but they are there just the same. The
action can be proved by the equivalent
circuit in Fig. 3, where we have
isolated our induced current, and r. f.
will be found in all parts of the circuit, as nothing is common to both

far lower

losses than coils, we may
lind ourselves better off if the capacity reaches an appreciable portion of

-

the combination.

Another factor enters here also
the width of the band to be covered.

The less resistance we have the more
efficient the impedance becomes, and
at the same time the frequency band
over which it will operate narrows.
Tests in a transmitter have shown
that the ratio between an efficient and
properly tuned impedance in the plate
circuit and one of the broad type ordinarily used may frequently be very
high, although the transmitter with
the tuned impedance would oscillate
only at the point to which it is set.
while the outfit with the broad choke
would oscillate all over the band. In
a receiver it is, of course, desirable
to use a choke with the flattest possible frequency resonance curve, but
in a transmitter, which we hope to
operate at only one wave length, the
use of such a plate choke is often ill advised.
The comparison between the two is
most easily exemplified by reference
to Fig. 4A. This shows an Armstrong
tuned plate oscillator system, such as
is frequently used in the so- called
tuned plate, tuned grid circuit. Figure 4B shows the same circuit using
1111 ordinary choke in
the plate lead.
If the broad choke were as efficient as

circuits.

If "L" has either too high an impedance, or no inductive reactance, to
the radio frequency assumed, there will
be a very small back e. nn. f.. or none
at all, induced in "L" and flowing

A-

through "C."

Impedance and Inductive
Reactance
found out that in our
r. f. choke, if we are to get the maximum r. f. through "C," we must have
the lowest possible impedance to the
frequency we desire to use, with the
maximum inductive reactance. Now
let us see how this can be obtained.
The formula for impedance is:

-

FIG

B+

4A-

Armstrong tuned plate, tuned grid
oscillator circuit

So, we have

Z

V

IV-1-

(04.-

i

wC

t

(To divert for a moment;
it will become quite apparent here
that the maximum efficiency in a
tuned plate transmitter will be obtained when a series feed is used.
This is a fact, and the only reason
for utilizing a shunt feed in this system is to keep from getting electrocuted on the plate condenser when
tuning.)
For the same reason, if we are not
keying in a grid leak circuit, we can
usually get a little greater efficiency
by shunting the grid leak around the
grid condenser direct rather than returning it through an r. f. choke to
the center tap.
In a Hartley circuit the usual purpose of the shunt feed is to keep the
high voltage off the whole inductance,
oscillation.

Therefore, if the proper values of
capacity and inductance are used, the
impedance is equal to the resistance
only. As we want the maximum inductive reactance, the natural conclusion is to use pure inductance. However, as condensers can be made

the tuned choke ( fnr that is what it
amounts to) the sy '-tell shown in 4B
would be far superior to that in 4A,
because to change wave length we
should only have to change our plate
tuning, but unfortunately we cannot
make the broadly tuned choke of
enough efficiency to keep the tube in

with

- FIG. 3 An equivalent circuit Illustrative of
the action in the circuit of Fig. 3.

.1

uguet, 192"

and as it is necessary to play with
taps it certainly is a good thing to do

with this circuit.

If a sharply tuned choke is used the
plate blocking condenser must be reduced in value to the smallest possible figure, as otherwise, any variation of the capacity around the choke
would cause a variation in the setting
of the tuning condenser which makes
the adjustment extremely difficult.
When this article was started, there
was no intent to go into the applica-

A-

B+

FIG.4BThe same as Fig. 4.A but with an
R.F. choke in the plate circuit

tions of chokes to various circuits,
but what has leaked in, has been more
or less illustrative of the fact that
the r. f. choke is one of the most important pieces of apparatus used in
station construction and its selection
is worthy of at least as much thought
as the tuning inductances and other
instruments.
In some cases the
sharply tuned, highly efficient choke
is by far the better, for other uses the
inefficient, broadly tuned unit is more
advantageous, but a bit of thought
as to which is best may result in many
miles snore D. X.

300,000 Canadian Radio
Owners
Canada ranks second to the United
States in the per capita ownership of
radio receiving sets, according to
figures compiled by the Radio Branch
of the Department of Marine and
Fisheries. There is one radio to every
thirty people in the Dominion, the
department estimates, while Uncle
Sam's record is one to every twenty

inhabitants.
Radio sets in Canadian homes number 300,000, a bulletin of the department sets forth. Radios in the United
States total 6,000.000. Ontario lends
in radio ownership followed by the
prairie provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta. Settlers in
pioneer areas keep in touch with centers of population by radios which
have banished the traditional isola-

tion of farm life.

There are fifty -five commercial
broadcasting stations in the Dominion,
according to the bulletin. In addition. the government has established
a chain of forty -eight coast stations
on the Pacific, the Atlantic and the
Great Lakes to provide communication facilities within 500 miles of the
Canadian coast.
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Series Filament Connections
General Discourse on

A

Re-11

icing Receivers for Light Socket Operation

By V. T. Baird*
AT first glance series connection
of filaments its a broadcast receiver appears to be surrounded by many difficulties;
information on the subject is scarce,
and somewhat vague. due to the fact
that much of the work is still in the

experimental stage. While this method
has been used for years in some commercial sets and. to a limited extent,
by users of direct current. it did not
become really popular until the development of the high current rectifying tubes now being introduced. With
the development of rectifying tubes
capable of handling 310 to 400 milliamperes of current at high voltages.
series connection of filaments came
into its own and is growing more and
more popular.
Admittedly, it makes much more of
an appeal to the engineer who wishes
to design a set to operate with direct
current but it is equally useful where
only alternating current is available.
Since the methods followed in either
case are the stone as far as the receiver itself is concerned and, as this
article is not intended to deal with
battery eliminators. no particular attention will be paid to the type of
current supply to be used.
What might otherwise be a handicap to series connection of filaments is
removed by the characteristics of the
so- called power tubes.
Tubes which
require 500 milliamperes of current for
their operation could not, of course, be
placed in series with other tubes using
only 250 milliamperes without a great
deal of special wiring. However, due
to the thermal inertia of the filaments
of tubes of the 171 or the 112 type,
they may be heated from a source of
unrectified alternating current without
any objectionable hum. Transformer
manufacturers provide a special winding on the input or power transformer
for use with such tubes.
When tubes of the 201 -A type are
-Engineering Dept., Ilamma rill ed .11fg. Co.
1ST.

1

POWER

ST

AF

RF

+A

DEI

TUBE

-A

-FIG- 1The best manner in which to tie
up the consecutive tubes in a
series connection

sT

RF

Ei

1

o

+A

B+
67V2V.

-A

45V

-FIG.5-

9

+V

POWER

B+
iB0V

5 tube T.R.F. receiver with serles filament connection
for operation from "A -B -C" eliminator

Complete, typical

used throughout. no special precautions need be taken except those necessary to suppress oscillations, unless
seven or more such tubes are used in
n series.
When tubes of the 199 type are used
however. very careful design is neces-

23.
R.F.

E

1iT.

1

R.F.

A.F,

POWER

DET

TUBE

Grid biasing voltages are obtained by connecting the
grid returns of each tube to some point
in the filament line which is at a
lower potential so that in the consecutive connection there will always
he one tube for which a suitable "C"
bias is not available.
Experience has also proven that
there is less trouble from hum or
ripples if the detector tube is placed
on the negative end of the string,
followed in turn by the next most
sensitive tube, and so on. Fig. 1 shows
the filament wiring diagram of a
typical 5 tube tuned R. F. circuit built
by the writer after many experiments.
In this receiver the two R. F. tubes,
to such a method.

Position of Tubes in the Series

detector and the first A. F.
tubes were wired in series and the
2nd A. F. tube energized by a separate source of raw alternating current from the power transformer.
The order of the tubes from the
positive end of the string was as
follows: 2nd R. F.. 1st R.F.. 1st A. F.
Detector, and it was found that with a
good filter system practically no hum
could be heard, even with rather large
variation of power factor on the input line. 'l'he current was adjusted
by means of resistances in the filter
circuit to 00 milliamperes, when 199
type tubes were used, and to 250 milli amperes when 201 -A type tubes were
used.
A receiver wired in this manner
was found to be equally as sensitive
as the same type receiver with the filaumuts wired in parallel and this circuit will be used to illustrate the
points brought out.

The first and apparently easiest
method for series connection that
enters the mind is to simply connect
all the tubes consecutively in series
with the high potential leads at one
end and the low at the other. There
are. however, a number of objections

Excess Current from "B" Batteries
A moment's study of the complete
diagram in Fig. 5 will demonstrate the
fact that the °It" voltage applied to
the plate of each tube must return
to the 'B" battery through the fila-

+A
-

-A
FIG. 2-

The same as Fig. 1 but including
the resistances for by- passing the
plate current

sary to avoid filament current overload due to the "Ii" battery return circuit.

Any type set from the multi -tube
superheterodyne to a simple 3 tube regenerative set may be series connected
without special precaution. When the
receiver is partially or entirely
shielded. all the tuning elements must
be carefully insulated from the shields
to prevent short circuiting the filament line through them. This same
condition holds when the tuning condensers are of the dual type, having a
common rotor.

the
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pants

of each
ii seeding
tube.
Therefore. all filanuut.s. except one,
roust carry the regular '..t" current
plus the "It" current, flowing in the
circuit of all preceding tulles. In the
ordinary :, tithe 'r. It. F. circuit the -It"
current ilowiug averages between 1
and :to milliamperes and if 199 tubes
are used this excess would amount to
from 25 to .,U per cent. overload on
one of the filaments and would involve a dangerous overlcrail in all but
one of them. When 2111 -A tubes are
used. this overload still exists but nnless there are seven or more tube: in
the series, it does not becoine serions
enough to affect the operation of the
receiver.
This ext'ss current cari
however. be by- passed through ri'sistors placed across each lfbtnant.
The aeee:.:ny value of these by-pass
resistors linty be competed by the law:

=ft=

,

or

i,y-paass resistors

filament voltige
= E1== total
excess current

on

fil

,anent

This calculation should be made for
individual toles in the string. unir
original circuit now looks like that
ST.

2,419.

R. F.

I

sr.

A.F

R

POWER

DET

TUBE

are used. and 20 ohms if 201 -A. tubes
are used. They should be of such a
size as to safely pass the entire filament current which is always somewhat greater than the rating of the
tube.

string.

ill Fig.

.I

ayaxl, 1927

fixed
Infd.
should be connected between the plate
return of each radio frequency tuning
coil and the negative end of the filament of the same tube.
as shown

4. and a

of not less than

condenser

..i

Oscillation Control
The resistance of the series filaments becomes it common 1esis to flee in
the plate current return circuit and
this gives rise to two peculiar effects.
First, a progressive drop in plate volt age. due to the resistance of the filamnts tlnough which it must pass.
This however. is not of great importance silo., it can be easily remedied by
placing a slightly higher plate voltage
on each Mills. The second effect is of
much more iapuatance and frequently
causes some trouble. such it resist awe is very apt to cause uscilhttions
in the milli.) frequency stages and
often gives rise to low frequency osciltatioas in the :polio frequency circuits.
The first may la) either eniirely removed or at least controlled by the use
of properly placed fixed c.)udeusers
across the "It" supply of the It. F.
tithes :Ind the second. by providing a
,ilinn,nas path for the stray ra,'.io
frcgn,u. ies around all of the fila111,lit,. .\ condenser having a capacity
of not less thou .25 Info]. should be conneted across such filament in the

2 uo

RF

1

IST

ST

RF

A.F.

POWER

DET

TUBE

-A

+A

-FIG.4The addition of by -pass condensers
to prevent oscillation

Fig. ., shows the completed :, title
tuned It. F'. circuit with series filament
connections. including the biasing re,
sistutces. the by -pass resistances and
the by-pass condensers shunting each
filament. The same general arrangement can be applied t.' most any receiver circuit.

The Radio Service Problem
-

Resistances

Corering the construction and .).Ses of a special tube tester and
all-purpose oscillator -By J. Ray Blaich

-A

I-A

FIG.
(R,

3R,,

R,)

in

the

filament legs are used to obtain
grid bias

thntity test.'' Let

Part II!
shown in Fig. 2. R. Iìß and It, are the
by -pass resistors.
No values are given here for the resistances as they are different for
each tube and each type used as well
as the "Ii" battery voltages used on
each plate. The only safe way is to
take at current reading for each tube
and adjust the resistance to tit.

IN the last article. il' you will permit the writer a slight review,
we covered the layout of the
work bench. a source of power
nit' the set finder test, tthieit included

Cl

Grid Returns
The voltage drop across iW) tubes i,
3 volts and across 201 -:. tubes, , v1lts.
and if "1 "' biases are obtained by eon
ilecting the grid return to some point in
the series which is loiter in potential.
it is readily seen that such a bias can
only be obtained in multiples of either
3 or 5 volts.
Since the obtainable
"C" voltages are fixed. siinn method
lie
must
used to vary them in order
permit the tube to function at its highest point. 'Phis can be done by the introduction of either fixed or variable
resist:wes in series with the filament,
as shown in Fig. 3, and the grid return made to a point outside this resistance. The most convenient forts
of resistance for use nt this point is
an ordinary filament rheostat Having
a resistance of 60 ohms. if 199 tubes
-

ti

- FIG. Circuit diagram of the special tube
tester for service work
1

hook -up board and the necessary
batteries, some tools were suggested
and a circuit continuity tester and
tube checker was shown. In other
words then. we have proceeded with
the test of the set through the "cona

us go on from that
point but first we must consider some
e aapitaratlis that we expect to use
in our nest tests.

Tube Tester
Our first consideration will be a
tulle tester that does the job very well
and at the same tisse is very fast to
work with especially where a huge
number of tubes arc to be checked.
The writer contends that all this
".racket" about the plate impedance,
mutual conductance, etc., that we hear
SO muc11 about is not necessary in our
work, hence the tube tester that we
are about to consider does oat tell
you these things. What we want to
know is whether the tube will tvork
and if so, ahunat ho\w gins. P.eferriug
tu Fig. 1, you will notice that tue have
a simple ulartley oscillator with in(Iioallug meters in the va hulls circuits.
These meters will tell us very quickly
the eviirisiug qualities of the tube
under test. For instance. the filament
tulhneter tells us at at glaiut' whether
the filament is intact ami also when
the proper voltage for the particular
tube under test is obtained. The filament ammeter tells us the cuaditiiin
of the filament as translated in terms
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of filament draw. The lamp in the
Plate circuit will instantly pick out a
short between the plate and filament
and :It the sanie time nets as a protective resistance for the delicate plate
The thecae- galvanomilti:nnmeter.
meter tells us how goal the tube is

working.
So that you will be well acquainted
with the working of this tube tester

we shall test a tube say of the 01 -:A
type. The first step after the tube is
inserted in the socket of the tester is
to adjust the rheostat until the proper
loteiltial of five colts is indicated on
\Ve should
Ow filament voltmeter.
now have a reading of about 1ií nm petc on the filament ammeter. The
plate ntilliammeter will ptobaldy read
around ten mils.. while the galvanometer ought to register sixty or over.
It is impossible for the writer to
supply a chart giving the readings of
the various tubes since the readings on
the plate milliauuueter and particularly those of the galv:utometor will
vary with the individual construction.
When testing . \t' rectifier tubes you
will, of course, get no reading on the
galvanometer since there is na grid

It

turn lead. This is used if voice
modulation as obtained from an electrical pickup device. such as is used
on the electric phnrçr:tphs. is desired.
Several such pickup decires are mtw
obtainable and work very satisfactorily- in the above -mentioned capacitr. .. grid milli -ammeter has been
included also and acts :is a resonance
indicator as will be explained a little
later. The branch loud containing'
C-4 is merely a means of coupling the
oscillator to circuits outside itself.
These two units. the tube tester and
the oscillator. can readily- be outbitted
into a single piece of apparatus without detracting from the working qualities of either separately. The us il-

portable affair
and very rianpact roustruetiou is
possible by huittiug the grid meter.
A pair of head -phones may be plugged
into the jack and a click will then indicate resonance.
The apparatus needed to construct
these two testers Is
I.- al turns NO. 24 DI'(' wire on a
214. inch form.

latot can

is used the

a

full six volts

may he used as a generator of pure high
frequency oscillations or as a modulated oscillator, at will. by merely
opening or closing the switch in the
grid circuit. The grid leak, when not
short circuited, tends to modulate the
high frequency oscillations and the
tone of the tuodulated signal is dependent upon the value of the leak. A
jack has been inserted in the grid re-

C4

Cl

MA

-FIG.3The dummy antenna, composed of
the resistance R. the variable condenser C and the inductance L.
connected up to a receiver

C1-.004)25 tnfd fixed condenser with
grid leak mounting.
('2- .0005 mid condenser, either fixed
or variable, for the tube tester but
variable for the oscillator.
I'3-.5 mfd by -utss condenser.
C4-Midget condenser, about .00005
mfd.
81-30 ohm rheostat.
R2--t meg. grid leak.

S\\'-SI'ST jack switch (midget).

.T- Doable circuit jack.

squared thermo-galvanometer (115 MA).
V-0 to G D.C. voltmeter.
A-0 to 1 D.C. ammeter.
MA- (Grid) 0 to 1.3 D.C. milli ammeter.
MA- (Plate) 0 to 50 1).t. milli ammeter.
La--40 watt. 110 volt, Mazda lamp.
"A" battery, 6 volt storage.
"B" battery. 90 volts.

Special Tests

-FIG.2-

C3

Circuit diagram of the oscillator or
"circuit driver."

-FIG.4An output indicator. The switch
arms connect to the output of the

receiver under test

continuity there. if a phone jack is
used in the output instead of binding
posts don't leave the loudspeaker con utvtcal when arcking this test as the

secondary of the output transformer
might be "open" and still you would
get the click through the loudspeaker
windings. 'l'o test the connections
from the variable condensers to the
R.F. coils in the present day sets that
carry total shielding is not easy un-

-

Ill

t:- Current

R2

MT

less you have an oscillator such as
was just previously described. The
condenser -to -coil test is as follows:
Set oscilhttor into operation.

Circuit Driver
Referring to Fig. 2, you will Mal the
circuit diagram of an oscillator. It
will at once be noticed that the fundamental circuit is identical to the one
used before but with some apparatus
aided and minas all the meters used
with the tube tester. This oscillator

CR

be used as a

six volt storage battery
is applied to
the filament of such tubes as the 16-It
and the 210 type power tubes. It is
also advisable to reduce the "II" battery to 671/2 or 45 volts on these tubes
as tige galvanometer will read off scale
otherwise.

circuit.

former. if one is used. The test from
the aerial to the ground binding posts
on the set with a pair of phones in
series with a battery will produce a
dirt; that indicates continuity.- The
saune lest across the output will prove

As was mentioned a little earlier, in
the previous article we had proceeded
through the "continuity test." That
test was a check on everything except
the leads from the variable condensers, the primary of the antenna coil
and the secondary of the output trans-

(2) ('lose switch in grid circuit
with this switch open the grid MA
will not give a reading.
131 Ilisuuuect all batteries front
radio set-open the switches on power
panel.

(41 Adjust tuning knobs on radio
set to about half reading.
(5) Vary C2 on oscillator tortil a
Clip in grid MA is noted. This is an
indication that condenser-to -coil con tuuity is OK.
16) Duplicate the above proecedure
with each succeeding R.F. stage.
The coupling with the oscillator is
clade to the stator plates of the conIn the case of the shielded
denser.
sets this connection can he made

through the grid of the tube socket.
A convenient means is to construct a
plug from an old '99 tube base as described in conjunction with the continuity tester but only one connection
is made and that is to the grid prong
of the plug.
Now suppose we have one of these
radio sets where two or more stages
of R.F. are tuned simultaneously with
sets
These
tuning control.
une
usually carry some me:uts of compensating the main Inning condensers
which in all probability will be a
small variable condenser similar to a
neutralizing tuadenser. To balance
out one of these tandem tuning sets
proceed as for testing the continuity
from condenser to coil with the following exceptions:
111 Start with the last stage in the
t

tandem.
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(2) Set oscillator at about 200
meters.
(3) Adjust tuning knob until dip is
noted on grid MA.
(4)' Don't change the wavelength of
the oscillator nor the position of the
tuning knob on the radio set.
(3) Proceed to preceeding stage in
tandem.
(6) Adjust cimpensator until maximum dip is noted on grid \IA -these
two circuits are then "in step."
(7) Repeat the procedure until all
the stages in the tandem are covered.
(S) Don't disturb the setting of the
oscillator or the radio set tuning knob
during the procedure. The accuracy
of the balance depends on this.
(9) When all the stages have been
checked. repeat the balancing at about
500 meters making whatever slight readjustment is necessary. Only very
slight readjustment, if any, should be
necessary.
To neutralize a \eutrodyne. place
set in operation and couple the oscillator loosely thereto -that is, by placing the oscillator about three feet or
more from the radio set. A "three
legged" tube (with the filament positive prong removed) is used to replace
the regular tube in the first R.F. stage.
The neutralizing condenser is adjusted
for minimum signal. A modulated
signal from the oscillator is used for
neutralizing. When the point of minimum or no signal is reached that particular stage is neutralized. Proceed
with each .succeeding stage until the
entire set has been neutralized. During the neutralizing process the radio
set should be connected to either a
regular aerial and ground or a dummy
antennn.

Dummy Antenna
very convenient dummy antenna.
Fig. 3, for shop use is made up of
about ten turns of No. 18 DCC wire
(bell wire is OK) on a 21/, or 3 inch
form in series with a .0005 mid. variable condenser (so as to be able to
change the size of the antenna) and
25 ohm fixed resistance which is all
connected to the aerial and ground
posts of the radio set through a short
length of flexible, twisted lamp cord.
This dummy antenna should remain In
a fixed position on the shop bench.
The reason for this will be explained
A

little later.
Up to the present we have ascertained that the continuity of the set is
OK, that it is neutralized and that it
is balanced. if a tandem tuning set.
We have yet to determine if it will
deliver a goodly signal to the loud
speaker. Fig. 4 represents the circuit
diagrams of an output indicating instrument. It is made up of the following:
DI'DT switch,
Modulation transformer (MT).
Carborundam crystal detector (Cr),
0 to 1 D.C. milli- ammeter.
The modulation transformer Is a
1 :1 transformer used merely to keep
a
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the battery current out of the meter
circuit. The crystal detector rectifies
the pulsating current so that it can
be read ou the D.C. meter. To use the
output indicating meter, start up the
oscillator with a modulated signal.
Place the oscillator about a foot from
the dummy antenna coil. Tune in time
oscillator signal on the loud speaker.
Switch from loud speaker to output
meter and note reading. To tell you
just how much reading you get on the
teeter is impossible but suppose that

a five tube set causes a deflection of
0.3 \1A with the oscillator meters

reading "such and such" and the
coupling between the oscillator and
the dununy antenna coil at "so much"
a 6. 7 or 8 tube set should cause correspondingly greater deflection under
like conditions. You will have to establish your own standards by putting
a few sets that you know to he "up
to snuff" on test and noting the readings on these sets. The preliminaries
are the hardest but well worth the
trouble in case of operation and time
saved in future tests. The output
meter will tell you things that your
ears do not even know are going on.

It is for this reason that the writer
has endeavored to make all indications
visual rather than audible because
they are more reliable.

Conclusion
With the conclusion of this last test
a fairly thorough diagnosis of the
radio set has been performed and
should show up all ordinary radio set
ailments.
In conclusion the writer hopes that
he has demonstrated by word and
picture the statement in the first of
these articles to the effect that money
making in radio service work lies in
the use of scientific methods for diagnosing radio troubles rather than the
"hunt and poke" method. The method
is the thing. With the method outlined a relatively inexperienced man
can be trained in a short time to perform the "routine tests" namely continuity, balance, neutralization and
output. Tise initial cost of this installation will soon be more than offset
and a smoothly operating service department turning out work that is
tight and making profits will be the
result.

Dèfinite Standards for
Resistor Units
R. M. A. Standards Covering Dimensions and Methods of Testing

and Marking

Fixed Resistance Unit Committee. of the It. \L A.. with
Francis II. Ehle as Chairman,
is composed of Arthur II. Lynch,
.1. J. Duuleavy, David Siegel. II. L.
Bradley. and Arthur Moss. At the
prelísuinnry meeting held some time
ago in Chicago. a definite groundwork
w:as laid. although there are several
details still remaining to be worked
out so that the standards may be complete and comprehensive.
To begin with. it is understood that
the Rheostat (filament) and the Resistance Unit Committee meet jointly
to obtain the full c"- operation of the
two committees. but that the scope of
the Resistance Unit Committee be confined to standards pertaining to fixed
resistance units. and that of the Rheostat Committee to variable resistor devices, each committee to submit its
own report.
It has been recommended as
standard practice that if spring
clips of any type are used for the purpose of holding or securing resistance
units, these clips he 1 -13/16 inches
apart at the point of contact. A subcommittee has been appointed and instructed to submit at the next
standards meeting its recommendations pertaining to the overall dimensions of resistance units commonly
known as the Grid Resistor type.
TII1:

Resistance Value Markings
One measure adopted is that Fixed

Resistor Units be marked with their
resistance value from 100,000 ohms
upwards. musing the decimal system in
megohms, and that all resistance
values below 100,000 ohms be marked
with their correct reacting in ohms.
Furthermore, it has been recommended that fixed resistor manufacturers adopt a commercial list of resistance ranges as follows:
.
500. 1010. 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000.
7500, 10,000, 25,000, 50,000, 75,000
ohms, and .1. .25, .5, 1., 1.5, 2., 2.5. 3.,
4., 5., 6., 7., 8., 9.. 10 megohms. and

that this list of ranges be specified in
their trade and consumer literature.
It has also been recommended that
manufacturers of resistor units adopt.

as an approved practice, a method of
indicating, on shipping containers or
by means of printed slips, the voltage
at which the resistor units were tested.
Furthermore, it was adopted that
ome, consisting of the chairman, be appointed for the purpose of securing
the co- operation and opinion of the
U. S. Bureau of Standards with regard to the best method of measuring
resistance units of various ranges. and
that a report covering these recommendations be furnished to the committee before the next meeting for its
full consideration.

i'ayc
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Equipment For Measuring Inter -stage
Coupling Devices
Covering the theory and construction of a Laboratory Driver
By E. W. D'Arcy*
Part I
The subject of equipment for tucasuring transformers is quite a large
contract to fill in just one article.
therefore this subject will be covered
by Mr. D'.lre i in a group of three
articles.
The second article will corer voltage
amplification bridges for measuring
transformer amplification, and a much
uetrer phase of testing transformers
which we will call rrjectance. This
article will also include design. theory
of oprvaliva. construction. and an outline on vacuum tube voltmeters.
The third and last article will be
an. instructional article explaining the
adoption of the bridge to general
laboratory navrsrn, nip nts. or uses to
which service drpurlmnmis or repair
men can put the. r qa ipine

a

I.- EDITOR.

TIIERE has been very little information on equipment for
testing transformers. In fact,
it is almost impossible to
obtain information on how to make
this equipment. The raiiniremeuts for
equipment of this type. in order for
the measurements to be of any Luse.
are very rigid, anti in measuring
equipment in the past. as a rule, this
equipment has been very unstable and
unreliable. The readings of voltage
antpli flea tion were not reliable, and

OUTPUT

-

The

Meissner

oscillator circuit

the driver circuit changed its frequency with any variation in batteries
and load conditions.
In equipment of this type it is also
very necessary, owing to the sensitivity of the measurements and the
minuteness of the input voltage used,
to have all the equipment very
thoroughly shielded, which includes
the batteries and all connecting wires.
This assures the operator that the
transformer under test is not picking
Engineer- Dar-Mae Laboratories.

The complete circuit driver, constructed by the author. The case is made
entirely of aluminum so as to shield the components

up any energy from the driver outside
of what it is supposed to. This would
not be the case if the equipment were
not shielded.

drivers we will analyze the circuits in
Figs. 1. 2 and 3.

Driver Circuits for Laboratory
Measurements

In the circuit in Fig. 1 we have a
loosely coupled coil. coupling the
measuring equipment to the driver

The driver. or vacuum tube oscillator. has a great many uses in the
hI>uratory.
It can be used for
measuring resistances of condensers
and inductances. is the calibration of
wave meters. in measurements of
capacity. for testing out radio frequency transformers, for drawing amplification curves on audio frequency
transformers, and they also can be
used, although in a much more limited
field. in the testing and balancing of
lines in broadcasting stations. The
driver. in order to be most useful,
should cover all frequencies from 25
cycles up to approximately 1.500 kilo-

cycle.

Circuits for Drivers
The greatest problem in a laboratory
driver has been the elimination of harmonies and the ability to regulate the
output of the driver without varying
the frequency: also the isolation of the
driver circuit itself from any of the
equipment to which it is connected.
To clearly understand the circuit
which is universally used in laboratory

Meissner Circuit

circuit. The oscillator proper consists
of u Meissner circuit. which menas
that the inductance is a split affair
with a condenser across the entire inductance. half of the inductance being
in the grid circuit and the other half
in the plate circuit.
This is the style of oscillator used
quite extensively in superheterodyues.
This circuit. on account of its inability
to control the feed -back front the plate
circuit to the necessary amount to just
actuate the grid and keep the tube
oscillating, is impossible for use as a
laboratory driver. This is due to an
overloading of the grid circuit, thus
causing a number of harmonics ln its
emitted wave. It also has an inductive pick -up and this inductive pick -up
does not allow for regulation of output
without varying the load conditions on
the driver.

Inductive Circuit
Iu Fig. 2 we have a driver circuit of

little better design from the standpoint of feed -back. Undoubtedly. the
plate coil could be made to give a
a
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The schematic diagram of the driver circuit employed in the unit described

much purer wave form at the frequency to which the plate coil was adjusted by varying the number of turns
in it so that the feed -back could be decreased to the correct actuating grid
voltage. This, of course. makes this
type of driver a very inflexible sort of
affair in regards to varying its frequency and keeping the wave form
pure. Also, we still have the inductive pick -up with all its disadvantages.
However, it is a little bit better on account of the fact that we now can use
a standard. efficient variable condenser. with the ability to place the ro-

divider going to the grid of an amplifier tube. The grid circuit of the
amplifier tube renutilis practically constant in its characteristics. thus
eliminating any effect upon the driver
circuit by varying load conditions and
at the saine tinte amplifies the output
of the driver circuit up to a workable
point. thus allowing the use of a
large feed -back resistance. This purifies the wave form much more than if

tary plates at a ground potential.

Shunt Feed Circuit
In Fig. 3 we have a match better
arrangement for a laboratory driver.
%\'e find the condenser. of coarse, tuning the grid coil as in our other diagram. ..k little different system of
feed -back is used. however. A shunt
feed battery system is used. which
allows the use of a variable resistance
in the plate circuit to reduce the feedback to the best operating position.
This resistance allows the reduction of
the feed -back voltage to the grid. thus
preventing overloading. and acting as
a harmonic purifier. Couuected directly to the plate we have a condenser. a resistance and a voltage
divider. This allows regulation with
very little change in the frequency
caused by external load conditions. As
much better as this circuit is to the
other ones there is still room for improvement; namely. we still have a
little bit of trouble with frequency
variation on account of variations in
load. Of course. this trouble is nmch
less than in the inclnetive systems of
pick -up. We also find that varying
the feed -back resistance varies the
frequencies to a marked degree. Thus,
this circuit, which is notch better than
the others. still is not the ideal insofar as the laboratory driver goes.
U

ntuned Grid Circuit Driver

in Fie. I we have a driver circuit
that is best suited to the requirements
of laboratory usage. in this circuit
the grid coil is untuued and has a
high resistance voltage divider connected across it. the center arm of the

the last amplifier tube Incorporated, it
allows the feed -back to be reduced to
such an extent that harmonics are
practically eliminated, which is as
close as we can come to the ideal.
The driver requires a battery voltage
for 112 power tubes of between 350
and 400 volts. The current that these
tubes take makes it necessary to use
resistances that will carry it without
beating.

Inductive oscillator circuit with tuned
grid coil and inductive feed at output

we did not have the amplifier tube to
gain the signal strength. In the plate
circuit of Loth tubes we find that the
battery power is fed through resistances. This system of battery feed is
used in preference to a choke coil sys-

tem because of the fact that. while it
has one frequency to which it responds
most efficiently, at the same time the
variation of impedance with frequency
is. to all workable purposes, constant
and since we do not need a large power
output from this driver for measuring
transformer characteristics. it is not
necessary for us to use a choke coil
system. This resistance arrangement,
however. is arranged on plugs. This
allows making the driver flexible in regards to its frequency as it is impossible to use the resistance arrangement
below 1000 meters. We also find in
this driver that where in the driver
circuit hi Fig. 3 we had difficulty with
keeping the frequency constant while
varying the feed -back resistance, we
no longer have this difficulty to a

marked extent.
This is the driver that is now used
in most llaboratories. It is the most
stable sort of arrangement and allows

Construction
There are many different ways of
constructing oscillator drivers. In
lieu of this fact and the number of
special purposes to which they are put,
we will describe a driver made by the
writer. This driver is made entirely
of metal, the shielding making the
ease. While it is somewhat more difficult to work aluminum 3 /16 of an
inch thick. at the some time it is
necessary in order to use precision
condensers. The oscillator cabinet is
arranged to fit over a metal battery
box. This insures short battery leads,
and due to the fact that the batteries
are shielded, eliminates any trouble
from pick -up by them. The condenser
used is a standard laboratory condenser made by a well -known eastern
manufacturer. The indicating system
on this condenser consists of a celluloid scale. with a small lamp behind it
to facilitate readings. The shaft on
which the worm gear is mounted has
a sub -scale with 100 divisions on it.
This gives an accuracy of reading to
one part in ten thousand.
connected in parallel with this precision condenser, through a cam -switch
arrangement, we have three .007 mid.
condensers. This provides for a
rea.-oaable variation in frequency
wiihoui changing the oscillator inductance.
On the front of the panel are two
large binding posts for the use of an
external condenser bank. This is
necessary in using the driver as an
audio frequency oscillator.
The feed -back resistance is a 0 to
500.00(1 variable resistance.
The milli -ammeter hits a scale reading of 0 to 5 milliamperes. This
meter rends the space current of the
oscillator tube and tells whether or
not it is operating.

F-

D
l-
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B-
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-FIG.3-

B+

An oscillator with a shunt feed battery
system
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Reviewing Tuned Double Impedance
Amplification
A ResN,,ze

I /iVO

of the

Applications

y und

fast Articles --Bv
In recapitulating, Mr. Miler has
presented a number of new facts and
also soue raIuable information regarding the Renewal application of the
system.
This article concludes the series on
tuned doable impedance amplification.
flowerer, Mr. Ilii.r i.. fa raring us with
an artiste on a new drrelopntont along
similar lines. This will appear in the
September issar.- EDITOR.
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frequencies in the r:ui,e starting about an octane below
middle 'l "' on the piano and down to
the lowest note of the organ, can
really not be appreci :Itch unless you
have experimented with tuned doable
impedance :and by a quick switching
arrangement compared it with other
forms of audio amplification. After
once hearing this you will m1)t need
to study the curves of speakers to
kits
that even the best cones tall off
sharply below 2110 cycles and that it
takes a tememduns amount of boosting of these frequencies before they
really come back to normal.
It is trite that with large cones
e "lows' are available but usually
this means that the range which is
covered al sill is widened or that the
point where the "droll' begins is a
few notes lower on the sale. This is
particularly true of the new "power
comes" ( elect ro- dym:utsic
that have
lately appeared on the market.
We can classify speakers toddy into
three groups. The cones of all types
having a range which starts very law
but does not climb up to normal before I :,n .n 2111 cycles: the exi aneutiti!
horn types twhich do mist start so low
hat climb up quickly to normal at
::bout till to 150 cycles, and the old
type horns which do mat start as I1)w
as either of the II bova amt which take
even hunger to reach normal. Sum()
Niter Audio Corporation.
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Fig. 4. Two frequency characteristic curves of a three stage tuned double Impedance amplifier, using different values of coupling condensers

of the horns we used to think were
excellent never reached normal until
they got up to 1000 cycles.

Calculation of Factors
The tuned double impedance circuit
and units are illustrated in Figs. 1 and
2 and the impedance relations are
shown in Fig. 3. Believe it or not
Fig. 1 is the saune circuit as Fig. 1.
The important formulae to remember
in connection with the circuit are two
.
in number.
1:.,

E

F
(resonant
frryueucy)

I

Z

a

X

"3

159.236
VC
VL
X
;grid choke) odd. in e..p11ng e en -

(l)
(2)

1

deuserl

if you have read the first article in
this series you \will known how to
arrive at the value of Iuiiwdance Zt
the total external impedance).. This
ce twhich will compel
is the impedance
you to review your analytical geometry
and trigonometry. We can promise
you that if you figure Zt once you will
never forget pun. "amalyt'' or "trig'.
again.

Details of the tuned do ble
impedance unit

1600

SOC

CYCLES

I

1.

-d

need for feeding to the

TlIE

Fig.

(lutlin

Biler*

E. F.

Bert' is a peculiar thin :. One set
manufacturer took :a toned double
impedance Inuit and tried to measure
the rising :lidracteristic curve by
using the s;uue nethud that he had
always used for measuring transformer curves, i.e., used two tubers
with the unit connected between them.
Th() result was that he failed to find

rising curve at all but only a
dropping off and a slight bump. The
right sway to measure the results
obtained in n set is to take an overall
measurement of the amplifier with
three stages working fronn a common
"B" supply. for then the presence of
audio frequency regeneration works
euuders with the curve and gives the
grid chokes the characteristics of high
phase angle "iron." The saune thing
applies to transformers. only the
carve rises up :at the wrong place.
This subject of audio frerineney regeneration was covered in detail in the
May issue of Manie ESCI NEEkixa.
:my

Measurement of Inductance
have also had a lot of fun measuring inductances so as to know
exactly the value to put down in
formula (21 above. The effect of the
hystcrisis and eddy nurreut losses
oust he considered when measuring
inductance.
tau, simple way is to have a known
frequency of A.C. current of known
voltage pass through the inductance
to be measured in series with which
is a condenser and sensitive A.C.
millianumeter. Vary the condenser until the niilliamuneter reads maximum
current. By substituting the vante of
the condenser (ofd) and the frequency used in formtnin (2) the value
of the inductance will be found. And
by 'ul.- titwing the value of this
maximum current and the known
voltage in ohm's law the "effective resistance" will be found. If it is
desired to measure the indiuetanee
with II.n'. flowing at the same tinge,
NV('
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WITH TRANS interesting fact.
FORMERS OR ANY FORM OF
TURN -RATIO IT IS NOT PERJIISSiBLE TO DRAW GRID CURRENT
but with double impedance the amplification is hardly affected at all until
the grid to filament resistance drops
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Fig. 5. Another frequency characteristic curve obtained from the amplifier
when using .C8 mfd., .04 mfd. and .03 mfd. coupling condensers and 25.000 and
50,0.0 ohm resistances in the second and third stages respectively

take two inductances identically the
same and eoaaxt them In series, with
:a battery between them.
Consider the
mid -point of the battery as one end
of a single coil and the other end of
the two coils being common to each
will be considered as the other end of
a single coil. '['bell the measurements
are made as before and the calculations take into consideration the fact
that the two coils are in parallel.

Comparative Characteristic Curves
In Figs. 4 and 5 are given some
curves for different combinations of
capacities and we call particular atteutieu to the aaa using the scan :l :nd
combination of .5 mfd., .02 mfd., and
.5 mfd. without resistances. This is a
good all arauu71 combination for all
purposes as it strikes a happy medium
betwccu the three classes of speakers
mentioned above.
The object of the original calculations On double impedance was to
obtain the rising characteristic curve
and after this was done the toll
showed that it "worked" but one thing
was overlooked in the calculations and
that was the unexpected, positive
elimination of "motor -boating." This
added feature was thrown in for good
measure and was the result. as we now
know it, of the steep curve below the
musical frequencies.
It was down
where the parallel reasonance of the
eliminator causes excessive feedback producing oscillations known as
"fluttering" or "motor- boating."
If we should ever have loud speakers
which would require the resonant frequency to be as low as 25 cycles it
would be neeess :ary to shunt the
eliminator with additional capacity to
lower the parallel resonant frequency
of said eliminator to prevent oscillatien of the resonant frequency of the
amplifier, or somewheres between the
two resonant frequencies.

Controlling Resonant Peaks
The heights of resonant peaks can
be adjusted by the insertion of re-

sistauces in series with the grid
chokes but if the standard units
marketed are turned around in order
to try various combinations of condnsers, it is best to place these resistances next to the free end of the coil
as otherwise the condenser already inside of the unit will spoil the effect,
to a large degree, of the added resistanee. Another way to control the
resonant peaks is by means of a
potentiometer connected across the
"A" battery with the mid -tap con nected to the filament end of the grid
choke.

Amplitude Distortion
We have seen in a previous article
how important it is to consider amplitude distortion as well as frequency

We have now reached the last tube
in the set and find that here the problem of asking the external impedance large ut all frequencies is
not such an easy way of eliminating
amplitude distortion. One way was
suggested in the July issue of RADIO
ENGINEERING which told of a constant resistance structure used in telephone
transmission work.
This
method is inexpensive but has certain limitations and therefore is only
a partial cure of loop characteristics
in the last tube, unless carefully
handled. If loud speaker impedances
were higher it would be easier, but
they too have limitations at the

present time which make it impractical to increase their impedance
greatly, (say 50 times what they are
now). If we could use much higher
plate voltages On the last tube we
would be lowering our internal impedance which would help to cut down
amplitude distortion and we would
also be changing the proportion between the A. C. voltage change of the
signal and the constant potential of
the "Il" supply. Both of these factors
put off the point when loop characteristics affect the signal. The old reliable push -pull arrangement for the
last tube in a set for the express purpose of balancing out the amplitude
distortion of one tube by means of the
amplitude distortion of the other tube
(1800 out of phase) is perhaps the
ideal means for working Into a low
impedance speaker and a new combination of tuned double impedance
push -pull arrangement where the last
'.(1 tubes do not have to be the same
size or carry the same voltage, has
been developed by the writer. One
amplifier built along these lines had a
201-A with 135 volts on the plate
balanced against a 50 watt tube with
1200 volts on the plate. This new
circuit arrangement will be described
in the September issue of RADIO ENGIt

B+

C-

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of a
single stage tuned double impedance amplifier

distortion. The explanation of amplitude distortion involves the "loop
characteristic' of a tube. It is caused
by the fact that a tube varies in its
efiìcieney with the amount of plate
voltage actually between the plate and
filament and the amplitude of the
signal changes this voltage drop. The
cure for it is to use large "external
impedances" so that most of the voltage change will be across the "external impedance" where it belongs.
Amplitude distortion is also caused
by the grid swinging positive with resulting grid current and consequent
lowering of internal grid to filament
effective resistance. A tedious and
careful calculation of the amplification
with varying values of effective grid
to filament resistance shows a very

NEERING.

rp

Fig. 3. Illustrating the electrical
properties of a single stage tuned
double impedance amplifier
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A Unique High Voltage "B" Eliminator
.4

Power U nit, Using Standard Parts, N hielt Supplies Double
the Usual Voltage

ßACTICALLY any form of
"B" eliminator can be altered.
at small expense. so as to supply at the output, twice the
normal voltage. Thus, if the eliminator employed has a maximum output of 200 volts, the potential can be
increased to 400 volts, and a 210 power
tube accomidated. "B" eliminators
designed to supply sufficient voltage
for a 210 tube can also be improved
upon in the same manner as far
better results can be obtained if a
much higher voltage is used, to compensate for the sub -normal voltage at
the output of the eliminator when on
full load which often falls as low as
Correspondingly higher
210 volts.
voltages can be obtained, at low cost,
by using two power transformers, with
their secondaries connected in serles
and in conjunction with the circuit
arrangement to be outlined and
thereby sufficient voltage obtained for
the operation of a 50 watt tube.
The circuit for doubling voltage in
rectifier arrangement or "B"
a
eliminator is by no means new. The
idea is comparatively simple and the
results are entirely satisfactory.
The transformer is tied up with two
half wave rectifiers as shown in Fig.
1.
Quoting from Van der Bijl's
"Thermionic Vacuum Tube :" when the
transformer voltage is such that D is
at a positive potential with respect to
O, an electron current will flow in the
direction of the arrow through the
tube V, thus charging the condenser
C such that A is positive with respect
to O. But (luring this half period no
( errent will flow through the tube V.
in circuit DB. During the next half
cycle current flows only through V,DB, charging B negatively with respect to O. The potential difference
between A and B (if the condensers
did not discharge themselves) would
therefore be twice the transformer

B
-

FIG. 1-

Diagram Illustrating the operation
of the double voltage eliminator
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diagram of double voltage eliminator and 210 power amplifier.
The grid biasing resistance R, might well be variable

voltage. What actually hapte'ns Is
that the one condenser discharges
through the load while the other is being charged. Hence if the broken line
(Fig. 21 represents the potential of
the point I) with respect to O. the
curves AA, and B.B, will represent
Ow potentials of A and B respectively

o

Bi

-FIG.

2 -

The output voltage of both rectifiers (represented by A, and B,)
combine to make E which Is
double the voltage' and frequency
of the transformer output

with regard to O. The potential difference between A and B is therefore
obtained by adding the curves A, and
B, and is given by EE. Thus. although
the condensers are charged only in alternate half periods, the voltage fluctuation in the circuit leading to the
titter is double the frequency of the
impressed voltage, while the mean
voltage on the filter is approximately
twice the impressed voltage.
The complete arrangement for a
double voltage "B" eliminator. tied up
,cith a 210 power tube, is shown in
Fig. 3. T is a standard "B" eliminator power transformer while V and
V, are two half wave rectifier tubes.
The condensers C and C,, which are
instrumental in doubling the voltage,
have a capacity of 2 mfd. each. The
voltage rating on these condensers
need not be very high.
The filter network is composed of
the capacities C 2 and C 3 and the im-

lice T -1. T-1 can be an ordinary
type of impedance designed for
eliminators, operating from a 60 cycle
line.
It has been pointed out that the
voltage impressed upon the filter network is twice the frequency of the
line voltage which would be 120 cycles,
and since the impedance T -1 will have
twice the reactance nt this frequency
and the capacities C -2 and C -3 will
have one -half the reactance at this
frequency, the efficiency of the filter
network will be approximately four
times as great as the network employed in the usual eliminator.
Due to the fact that the potential is
doubled, capacities C -2 and C -3 must
either be two 1 mfd. condensers with
at voltage rating of 800 or 1000 volts,
or each capacity composed of four 1
anfd. low voltage condensers connected
in series -parallel.
The resistance R which is tapped for
providing the necessary voltages for
the radio frequency, detector and
audio frequency tubes in the receiver,
should have a total value in the vicinity of 82,000 ohms or twice the usual
resistance value, since the voltage has
been doubled. The usual by -pass condensers are shown connected from
each voltage tap to the "B" negative
lead. The resistance R -1 which is employed for obtaining the necessary
voltage drop to provide a bias on the
grid of the 210 power tube V -2 should
have a value of about 1,000 ohms.
The resistance R -2 can either be two
fixed resistances of equal value connected in series or one resistance with
al center tap.
The total value should
be about 2,000 ohms.
It will be noted that the two filament windings of the transformer T
are employed for lighting the filaments of the half -wave rectifier tubes,
consequently, it is necessary to employ
n separate transformer
(T -2) for
lighting the filament of the 210 power
peda
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This can be a toy transformer,
surh as sold for operating toy electric
trains.

twice the voltage and twice rile freof that at the secondary
terminals of T, the current output is
no greater than if but one rectifier
tube was employed. However, with
a maxinhuu potential of 8I)0 volts sufficient current is available for the operation of the 210 tube without the voltage dropping below the iurnmtt value.

tube.

quency

C4 is the capacity and T:t is the impedance forming the output filter.
The loud speaker is connected to the
posts marked L. S.
It is understood, of course. that
though the output of this eliminator is

.ide of the lite, this potential nutty be
applied to one winding of the synchroscope and tube equipment used to
supply potential to the other winding.
In such at case, the synchronizing
potential from the potential transformer must be in phase with the leg
voltage of the high potential circuit.

Generating Equipment
The motor-generator set consists of

Vacuum -Tube Synchronizer
A New Use

for Radio Tube.,

VU'CUM tubes, developed primarily in the field of radio.
have now been applied in un

entirely different field --that of
niia vacuum -tube synehrustope for
cating whether or not electric generating machines are properly timed in
their operation. The apparatus gives
a direct indication of whether ineouting machines are running too fast or
too slog), and shows the difference in
speed without any time lag.
The first installation of this new

five -vice

multi- cou,ltDtor cable with
Insulation iilweeu the amplifier and the substation where the
high power amplifiers are installed.
500 -volt

u

type of equipment was made by the
General Electric Comps ¡/ at the
Jlenauds substation of the Adirondack
Pourer and Light Corporation. heur
Albany, N. Y.

Tubes Operate Synchrost ope
The vacuum -tube synchronizing
equipment provides the usual "fast.'.
"slow." and "synchronism" indications
w-itltout the use of instrument potential transformers. Potential from the
lines to be synchronized is obtained
from a capacitance transformer. and
is amplified by means of vacuum tubes
until sufficient power is obtained to
operate a synchroscope.
oil -filled bushings of
Standard
transformers. oil circuit breakers or
other apparatus can be replaced by a.
modified hashing with capacitance
transformer for furnishing potential
to the vaeuuut tube apparatus. Where
such bushings are nut in use. the
capacitance tnausfumer can he supplied in a separate tank which can be
installed either t utd a,ts ar indoors.
The voltage obtained in this way is in
phase with the line-to- neutral voltage
of the system. A capacitance transformer [gust be provided at each point
where a potential transformer would
be necessary if transformers were
used for synchronizing.
The potential obtained from the
capacitance transformer is impressed
on the grid -filament circuit of a
vacuum tube and amplified. This tube
should not be more than 5() feet from
the transfruner. This low-power amplifier is built into a weatherproof
housing for outdoor mounting. One
such amplifier is required for each bus
and line to be synchronized. The low power outdoor amplifiers require a

Station Equipment
The station e,lumipntcat consists of a
tube and control unit. a m.itor- geuerator set, and the synchroscope. The
tube and control tumult consists of two
50 -watt amplifying tubes and their
associated equipment.
These tubes
will amplify the energy received from
the low -power amplifiers sufficiently to
operate the indicating syuthroscope.
The high -tower amplifying equipment
will take care of any number of synchronizing points at one substation.
Proper switching means are provided
to hike rare of a cumber of circuits
where this is necessary.
Where synchronizing potential of
the proper phase relation from puteutial transformers is available from one

Vacuum

tubbe

synchroscope
installation

at
t he
Menands
Substation, Adirondack Power
& Light Corp.,
showing o u t door unit and
leads from cap

ac

i

t

a n c e

transformers.
Arrows indicate
outdoor
u n i t
and leads

a
it

driving-motor

a

filament alternator,

bias generator, und a high -voltage
double- commututor
generator. The

driving utotor requires approximately
MOO watts and operates from the station battery. or, with a different type
I iuotur. alternating -current can be
used. The filament alternator supplies
the filament excitation for all the
tubes.

The bias generator supplies
bia, potential for all the tubes und exoitalton for the high -voltage generator. which supplies direct- current at
500 and 110) volts for the plate supply of the amplifiers.
The insertion of the synchronizing
plug starts the motor -generator set,
which lights the tube filaments and
supplies all necessary power. The synchroscope operation is the saute as if
potential transformers were being
used.

Where there are several lines

to be synchronized, the connections are
alternately transferred to the indoor

unit or power amplifier so that only
one indoor unit is required.
The tubes for high -power antplifieation and the accompanying trans furuars, grid bias. resistors, volt-

meters. fuses. generator -field rheostats, motor starter and power switch
are mounted on the indoor panel,
which oat he placed in any convenient
location in the station.
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The Evolution of Power Supply for
Radio Receivers*
By Dr. A. N. Goldsmith
1, well known. the amount
of (rower received by the average radio set. even for a fairy

acceptable signal, k very
small in terms of everyday (rower
levels in the electrical industry. In
fact, it can be measured in lnunlredmillionths of a watt and as capable,
in itself, of producing only very little
trilling acoustic effects. Nevertheless,
onto of the present requirements for
!Host radio receivers is tat merely
weak loud speaker operation. but such
loud Spe:Ik'r iiperaltt )II as will produce
sounds of very considerable intensity.
quite capable of giving a fair illusion
of the presence of tho original musician or .speaker. Using loud speakers of the efileiency available today,
this reIluires a practically undistorted electrical input to the loud
speaker of the order of tenths of a
watt of (rower or even lore.
So that, among the various other
funetbat. Isuelt as selevting the desired signal to the exclusion Of all
others), Ilre receiving set must be
capable in the instance mentioned
of producing :t power :Implilicatioti
running into the millions or even the
billions. The only physical agency
commercially :mailable at the present
Hone for this purpose of su greatly
amplifying minim. pt:n otifies of power
is the vaemon lulu-. And the rerpuirenrents of its operation are therefore
of the utmost importance to the radio
designer and must, in considerable
measure. control the developmcm of
the radio industry. Previous cxannination of vacuum tube circuits discloses the necessity for two sources
of power. Iogolher with a third sotnee
of roRnoc rather than (Hewer, under
normal operatiout. 'l'hese hale berm
called respectively the filament. plate.
and grid supple. 'Pile funct
of the
filament or ".1- supply is to heat the
negative element or "cathode" of the
tube (generally called the filament),
causing it to emit a cloud of tiny
electrical charges. or electrons as
they are eulled. The purpose of the
plate or -lt" supply is to propel :t
stream of electrons across the space
between the filament and the plate
within the tube (by means of electrical phenomena which the need not
consider in detail in this discussion)
and to continue this electrical current
flow through the outside plate circuit,
from some portion of which the useful output of the vacuum tube may
be withdrawn. The object of the grid
or "C" voltage is to maintain the grid
member between the til:unent and
plate in such condition that a certain
average electric current in the plate
Coirtesy of R.M.A. News.
I

circuit will exist, the variations of
which will occur in a convenient manner suitable for the proper operation
of the vacuum tube system considered
as a whole.
It will be noted that "A" supply
actually has nothing to do directly
with the input or output of the tube,
but is really :In indispensable auxiliary permitting the operation of the
tube. It is the foundation of the
structure of vacuum tube aniplificutiou, but not the structure itself. The
"It" supply. on the other hand. is very
definitely a putt of the output circuit
of the tube :und its elimination is not
conceivable in such devices. with due
regard for the law of the cause rvat ium
of energy. 'l'he '.(" supply furnishes
little or no Irower to the vacuum tube
circuit but is a control means,
whereby satisfactory operation of the
vacuum tube system is secured.
The nature of the "A" supply deInvals to a considerable extent upon
the design of the vacutunt tube. In
the majority of vacuum tunes used up
to the present time satisfactory operaI coulel be obtained in radio receiving sets only when ut steady or
direct current was available for the
A" supply. This. however, is not a
11e9essav ei m ilIiion since heating effects (which are the real purpose of
the A" supply) are quite as readily
1)1>1utiued through alternating eurrent
as through direct current. The ili(ììcnity in using alternating current for
"A" supply in most receiving sets with
standard tubes has not been that the
set failed to operate under such cuuditions but that its operation was
accompanied by a more or less disagreeable hum or buzzing ante ',nuanced by the loud speaker in addition
to the desired program. The source
of this hum lies in uo single effect
and need not be analyzed in this brief
Type

"A" Supply

liscnssiuu. 110wcvcr. IIicn are variens mucous whereby alternating current may be transformed into direct
current for the "A" .supply, and also
other methods of tube construction
which enable the desired electron
stream to be produced in the tube
when raw alternaIlug current is feil
either Into the filament or into a sIseial heater which. in turn. raises the
temperature of that tube element
which is the equivalent of the filament.
The nature of the "B" supply is
much more definite. Since it supplies
the usuuble output of the tube, it
must initially be a smooth or steady
direct current. producing silence,' so
to speak, in the loud speaker when no
signal is being received, and varyiu:
only with the incoming music or
speech and in correspondence therewith.
The "C" voltage similarly must be
The
ut steady :11111 constant voltage.
foregoing considerations show us definitely the nature of the problem
which we face in developing a power
supply for radio receiving sets.
In order to present the principal
possibilities in the way of (rower
supply for the vacuum tubes ill receiving sets, as at present known, in
compact form. a chart has been pre Iared listing seven arbitrarily chosen
types of power supply for vacuum
tubes to a fairly reasonable order.
In the following chart, certain
terms are used:
A "Storage Battery" may be with
or without a storage battery charging device.
A "Trickle I'h:nge" is a device
which charges :t storage battery at
a rate much lower than its normal
disc'..arge rate but for longer
periods of charge than discharge;
as for example. a charge during

"B" Supply

Field of Use

Dry Battery

Portable; general where
simple set is desired and
also where no power supply
is available.

Storage Battery

Dry Battery

:1

Storage Battery

Iteetitier

4

Trickle Charger

Dry Battery

5

Trickle Charger

Rectifier

ti

Rectifier

Rectifier

7

Alternating
Current Tube

Beetilier

General where no power
supply is available.
General where A. C. socket
power supply is available.
General where A. C. socket
lower supply is available.
General where A. C. socket
power supply is available.
General where A. C. socket
power supply is available.
General where A. C. socket
power supply is available.

1

I

try Battery
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the entire time that the receiving
set Is not in use.
A "Rectifier" includes the associated
smoothing filters whereby the alternating current input, after rectification. is smoothed into steady
current.
An "Alternating Current Tube" is
a vacuum tube, the hot element of
which is heated directly or indirectly by alternating current introduced within the glass envelope of
the tube. It may be heated either
by passing the raw alternating current directly through the filament or
by passing the alternating current
through a heater element which, in
turn, heats the electron- emitting
element.
Relative to the preceding chart, the
following comments are pertinent. In
the first place, this chart is not intended to convey any implications as
to the relative merits of the various
types of receivers, their order being
chosen merely for electrical reasons.
Furthermore, it is not intended to be
a complete list of all possible combinations of 'A" and "B" supply devices, but is merely a list of certain
of the more usual types. It will be
noted also, that the "C" voltage is not
mentioned since this is frequently
obtainable directly or indirectly from
the "A" or "B" circuit or by a comparatively simple auxiliary device.
Furthermore, in listing the various
forms of socket power devices, only
those suitable for use with alternating
current input have been considered.
It is recognized that in a certain small
percentage of cases in the United
States only direct current is available
from the lighting circuits for socket
power operation of receiving sets. The
problem of its utilization is somewhat
similar to the problem of operation
from alternating current and need not
be given special consideration at this
time. For a similar reason, the use
of motor- generator sets (with suitably
associated filter circuits) for converting the lighting circuit power into a
form suitable for use as "A" and "B"
supply (or even into alternating current when only direct current is available in the lighting circuit) has not
been considered since the use of rotating machinery is not a direct solution of the main problem of socket
power operation and is perhaps applicable only in certain cases.
In studying the preceding chart, it
is well to keep in mind that the "B"
supply is always direct current. So
that, in the last analysis, all vacuums
tube plate circuits at the present time
are steady direct current circuits.
The term "Rectifier" in the above
chart necessarily covers a wide variety
of quite dissimilar devices. It includes such forms as the vacuum tube.
certain types of gas -filled rectifiers,
electrolytic rectifiers, and may even be
a vacuum tube functioning in the
receiving set itself (as, for example,
the case where the plate current of a
final audio frequency power amplifier
tube is used to feed the filaments of
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the preceding tubes of the receiver).
It will be noted that we may either
feed alternating current directly into
the vacuum tube for the "A" supply
and get rid of whatever hum might
result by suitable tube and circuit
arrangements, or we can feed rectified alternating current (that is, direct
current) into the tube for the "A"
supply. This latter method. which is
used in some of the earliest and best
socket -power operated receivers. gives
very satisfactory and thoroughly acceptable quietness of operation. It is
perhaps the most powerful and effective method of socket power operation
in cases where the very highest standards of tonal reproduction (fidelity)
are demanded.
It is customary in certain forms of
publicity to refer to a receiver as
"Electrified" when it falls under any
of the above types except types 1, 2
and 4. The term "Electrified Receiver" is not a particularly attractive
one in some respects since every receiver Is, after all, operated by electricity and therefore "electrified."
Types 3 and 5 are clearly intermediate between types 1, 2 and 4. on
the one hand, and types 6 and 7 on
the other hand. They should probably
be given a distinctive designation,
such as receivers with "partial socket
power operation." Types 0 and 7, on
the other hand, are more definitely
"socket power operated" and with increasing closeness to direct connection
with the lighting circuit in the order
that they are given.
It is believed that charts such as
the above which are submitted purely
in the hope of clarifying present practice and stimulating a correct classification of power supply for receivers,
may lead to the development of a consensus of opinion relative to proper
methods of describing such power
supply methods to the public, in order
that the prospective purchaser may
have a clear idea of that which he is
about to buy.
Leaving the subject of classification
of power supply devices for vacuum
tubes, we may next consider a few
questions connected with the design
and performance of socket power devices operating from alternating current lighting circuits.
The first question is encountered
whenever we touch n lighting circuit,
and involves the requirements of the
Underwriters. As is well known. the
Underwriters' Rules prescribe a number of definite practices on 110-volt
circuits. Similarly precise rules have
not yet been developed to cover
socket power devices in all the types
previously mentioned. Boiled down.
however, the requirements of the
Underwriters simply spell safety to
the user and the eliminations of any
undue hazard. It is not believed that
these requirements are or will be any
source of trouble to qualified electrical
manufacturers who are willing to
study the situation carefully. They
are mentioned merely with the
thought that they should not be over-

looked and thereby lead to the sale
of devices which might detract from
the present excellent reputation of
radio equipment as a thoroughly safe
device to have in the home.
A second and more basic matter
which is encountered in the development of A. C. socket power operated
receivers, is "hunt elimination," Alternating current may be classified as

nothing but hum and, when used in
connection with highly amplifying and
sensitive devices, such as high-grade
radio receivers, it is but natural that
the "fangs of the serpent" should
occasionally be visible (or perhaps we
should say audible). In this connection, it should be remembered that
high -grade radio receivers (including
the audio frequency amplifier and
loud speaker) are definitely responsive
to frequencies as low as the principal
harmonics of a 00 -cycle alternating

current (120 cycles, 180 cycles, etc.);
and are sometimes even responsive to
the fundamental frequency of GO

It is necessary that
these frequencies be reproduced by the
receiver in order that orchestral music
and speech may be properly re-created
in the home; but this very requirement makes the elimination of hum a
matter for careful study in any receiving set which gives a reasonably satisfactory audio frequency response at
the lower frequencies. Then, too,
there are various shapes of wave form
of alternating current supplied commercially, some with exaggerated harmonics, and it is more difficult to
utilize these effectively. Conditions of
the supply lines and ground connections affect the elimination of hum as
do a number of electrical features in
the design and construction of the receiving set. Rectifying devices also
differ considerably in the wave form
of the rectified current and the ease
with which it can be smoothed out or
filtered to the necessary extent.
A third matter which arises whenever radio receivers are operated with
vacuum tube power supply obtained
directly or indirectly front lighting
lines is "silence of the line." A lighting or power circuit may not be altogether "electrically silent" but is
sometimes subject to transient disturbances arising from the operation of
electrical devices connected to these
lines. For example, commutators of
motors may spark, switching contacts
may arc, and other abrupt current
changes may cause transient effects
on the power lines. Radio receivers
are built so as to respond with great
readiness to extremely small amounts
of radio frequency power, and these
may well be present in lighting lines
as a reasonable result of normal operating conditions for devices con nected to the lines. This being the
ease. means should be provided to
keep these disturbances out of the
radio receiver or, at least, from pro(hieing objectionable noises in the loud
speaker.
A fourth matter which arises in
connection with the use of lighting
cycles itself.
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circuits as a source of power for
vacuum tubes is "voltage regulation.'
If a user of electricity is located near
the end of a fairly long supply line,
it is likely that the voltage supply
at times of heaviest load, for example
mid- evening. will be lower than the
voltage supply at times of light load,
for example. in the late morning. Accordingly. the power supply to the filament of the vacuum tubes may be high
during a talk on "baking a tasty cake"
addressed to the housewife at 10:30 in
the morning, but may be low during a
vigorous and energetic description of
a prize -fight for the championship
broade:ast at 8:30 o'clock in the evening. This, of course, is all wrong
not only from the point of view of
the fitness of things but because the
life of the vacuum tubes is threatened through overload during the
housewife's hour, and the operation
of the set is unduly feeble during the
prize -fight.

Certain requirements are therefore
presented alike to the lighting supply
company and the designer of the radio
lighting company
'Che
receiver.
(which is benefitting from the use of
lower by the radio listener) is called
upon to maintain as reasonably constant a voltage at the consumer's
residence as feasible and, conversely,
the radio designer should devise his
circuits so that tube life and receiver
performance will not be unduly
affected by normal variations in the
supply voltage of the lighting circuit.
A number of other minor questions
might be mentioned but it is believed
that the preceding brief summary of
some outstanding features indicates
sufficiently the general nature of
socket power operation. Socket power
operation is destined to add greatly
to the convenience of radio reception
in many cases, and should be welcomed alike by the public. the engineer. and the manufacturer.

Guiding Airplanes by Radio
Series of short wave transmitters form guiding channel
which daily is being
called) upon for new uses. may
eventually be utilized by air-

RADIO,
planes,

instead of compasses,
for through the invention of C.
Francis Jenkins, of Washington. D. C.,
it is believed that radio will become
it guiding force for aviators, enabling
them to fly across the country by
means of air marks instead of land
marks.
What Mr. Jenkins has done Is to
develop a radio guiding channel which
will make it possible for aviators to
keep on a definite course, irrespective
of weather or topographical conditions. The invention is receiving the
consideration of some of the leading
commercial aviation executives in the
country preliminary to the adoption
of the plan.
Its importance to radio expert. is
the fact that while there has been talk
of guiding ships Iiy radio no consideration in this respect hitherto has
been given the airplane. The two
plans differ in that under the plan
considered for ships the radio would
act not only as the guide but also as
the controlling force, the ships being
operated by radio from the land. The
radio guiding channel. however, has a
different function. Its primary purpose is to provide a path through the
air so that an airplane will be moving
on a road. even though invisible, just
as the automobile or the steam engine
moves on a road.

Series of Transmitters Used
The radio guiding channel calls for
the installation of a series of radio
transmitting stations at intervals of
twenty -five miles over any given

course. These make use of short wave
lengths and low power. By the use
of vertical antennae, of a height and
separation bringing them one -half a
wave length apart, the waves are
radiated in one direction. The a -'e of
the low power limits the force radiated by one station to approximately
forty miles. The location of the stations causes this directional radiation
of waves to overlap somewhat.
An airplane traversing this route
will be equipped with a receiving device which uses the power front this
radio- energized channel to light a
small indicator lamp on the instrument board of the plane. By noting
the intensity of this lamp the aviator
is able to determine whether he is
keeping in the channel. If he gets off
the course the light from the little
bulb becomes dimmer. The light becomes stronger as he returns to the
course. The constant transmission of
radio waves from these stations along
the radio channel makes It unnecessary for the airman to know the
course which he is flying.
"The radio guiding channel," Mr.
Jenkins says in explaining it, "is especially suited to commercial or government uses. such as the air mail, where
flying must go on through rain, fog,
snow and sleet. The present system
of beacon lights along the air mail
courses serve their purpose well for
night flying in clear weather, but when
storms come and fog lowers, these
are blotted out to a large degree.
Then is when the radio channel guide
will he most helpful."

Advantages
The advantages of the radio guiding
channel include the ability to change

the direction of the course, so as to
take the airplane through mountain
lasses or other rough ground. Anot her important advantage is that the
channel will serve many planes traveling in either direction at the same
time, the opposing planes flying at
different levels. :long with this is
the simplicity and automatic character
of the transmitting and receiving devices.
This might be compared with the
submarine cable which is used to
guide ships coming into New York in
a fog, through the use of which ships'
officers are able to determine whether
they are in the proper channel.
The area covered by the radio
waves is sufficiently high that the
aviator may fly far above cities and
thus miss objects which might cause
the plane to crash.

Other Developments
Other inventions by Mr. Jenkins for
the improvement of aeronautics include
a launching runway which will enable
a plane to get into the air in a
second's time; a propeller- reversing device which permits a plane to be stopped in twice its own length on landing ; and a lauding altimeter, which
will keep an aviator constantly informed as to the distance of his ship
from the ground when weather conditions would prevent him from seeing
the landing field.
The altimeter also is of interest to
radio experts because it involves the
use of radio devices. Use is made of
the known velocity of sound, and the
measurement of time, which is taken
for sound to travel to earth and back
furnishes the key to the guiding dial
of the altimeter.
The device, which occupies but little
space in the plane, consists of a tiny
motor which serves two purposes. It
actuates a sound producing mechanism,
through which the sound is sent to the
earth; it also operates a wheel spinning just behind the ground glass dial
of the altimeter on the instrument
Nonni of the plane.
The dial is
graduated, and so calibrated that as
the echoes of the sounds reach a microphone attached to the plane, lamps are
lighted back of the dial. The frequency of the sounds and the resultant
echoes caught by the microphone are
transformed into flashes of light.
These flashes of light, appearing at
various points on the dial-according
to the length of time between echoes
-furnish the guiding marks which tell
the aviator whether the plane is five
hundred or fifty feet above the ground.
From these be can determine when he
is close enough to slow his plane to
landing speed.
During the experimental period for
the development of the landing altimeter, Mr. Jenkins and his co-workers
applied the device to an automobile
which was driven through a forest
road. In each test the sounds echoing
from the trees. houses. etc., by the
roadside narked the distances on the
dial.
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Methods of Governing Voltage Output
An outline of the systems used in general practice

and

u

preferred method
By H. G. Richter*
THERE are a number of specific
methods of contr11llilg the output voltages of a "B" eliminator
or power unit which have been
employed for soave time. There is no
justifieat
in a statement that any
one of the existing methods is preferable to all others any more than there
is justification in a declaration that
the opinion of one man should hold
forth in contradiction to the opinions
of others.
There are two fundamental systems
for controlling the output voltages of
a B" power unit and both systems
have their advantages and disud%'alltages.

The first general method employed
consisted of one or more variable resistances. each connected in series with
the high voltage line and bypassed, by
fixed condensers, to the low voltage
side of the line. Obviously. with this
arrangement there are two or more
separate paths for current flow.
The sec I method. and the one
most commonly employed today, consists of a single, tapped resistance
shunted across the output of the filter
circuit. This potentiometer arrangement, with taps at predetermined
Places on the resistance, provides two
or more fixed voltages. With this
arrangement there is a direct load
across the output of the eliminator and
the output of the filter circuit flows
through all of the resistance at periods
of no load.

Limitations
Now, as to the advantages and dis-

advantages of the two systems. A
number of variable resistances offer
the advantage of individual voltage adjustment for the tube or tubes they are
in series with. This may or may not be
considered as a desirable feature since
a change in the voltage for one series
of tubes may likewise alter the actual
voltage on the plates of the other
tubes. due to an increase or decrease in
the load. as the case may be. Still, if
a rectifier tube. which is capable of
supplying sufficient carrent to the receiver for all purposes, is employed in
the eliminator. a change in load 1111 une
series of tubes will not materially
afect the actual voltage impressed un
the plies of the other tubes. In other
words. if the rectifier tube is capable
of maintaining a fairly constant output voltage with varying loads and the
line voltage at the input of the eliminator remains fairly constant, the
change in vuiltage at all of the taps on
the output of the eliminator. due to a
readjustment of one or more of the
Chief Engineer, Elect rad, Inc.

variable resistances, will not be ap- >ystent would be the hest. since only
preciable.
one tapped resistance is required and
With the potentiometer method. or
the number of by -pass condensers is
tapped fixed resistance shunted across cut to a mialitnnttt.
the output of the filter circuit there is
New Voltage Control System
less actual chance of a change of voltage at the various taps with a varying
The author wishes to present it new
load. of course, a momentary heavy method of controlling the voltages at
current drain, due, say to the function - the output of a "It" power unit which
ing of the power tube in amplifying a has all of the advantages, bur praclow frequency note, will change the
tically none of the disadvantages. of
voltage drop throughout the entire
the two systems outlined. This systapped resistance, but again, this drop tem is not based on a new principle
will not be very great if the rectifier
but rather on n new type of resistor
tube is capable of maintaining :t fairly
which heretofore was not at all pracconstant voltage under heavy load.
tical from the manufacturing standN1-ith this arrangement there is the
point.
disadvantage that it is impossible to
We have pointed out the obvilms adadjust individually the voltage at each vantages
of the variable t.'sist:ntce
tap and this disadvantage is increased method
which allows for inaliv-bhal
by the fact that a miscalculation in the
adjustment and of the fixed
current drain of the receiver or a mis- voltage
method which does not
calculation in the formula for deter- potentiometer
for individual adjustment. The
mining the resistance required to drop allow
the voltage a given degree with a cer- new system is of the potent iouleror
but instead of having .: toa:b..'r
tain current flow may result in too type
of fixed taps it employs nue or Dion.
high or toil law a voltage impressed on
"voltage feelers." What we have k
the various tubes in the receiver. As
really at high resistance show c.1
it matter of fact, even though the
necessary calculations are made it is across the output of the filter carouit
and 1111wahle contact arms ranged
next to impossible to determine what
the voltage is at each tap without the along limited portions of the resistance. Thus, it is possible to imlividnuse of at high resistance voltmeter.
aally adjust the voltage at each top
The only alternative in this case is
and do so without (-hantgittg the voltto employ a variable power resister
age at any of the other tops. by
connected in series with one side of the
moving one of the conta, t arm, to a
primary winding of the power transdifferent section 11f the resistance
former. This variable resistance will
where the voltage drip is either
accomplish two things. First, its adjustment will slake up for any change greater or less. The output of the
filter still flows through tl:e entire
in the line voltage and thus allow for a
resistance. at no load, and provides
constant voltage at the output of the
the advantages heretofore outlined iii
filter circuit. Secondly, assuming a
constant line voltage. it makes provi- connection with the fixed potentiometer arrangement. The ti oun x'r of
sion for adjusting the total output voltby-pass. condensers required Is rut to
age of the filter circuit must desirable
a minimum.
for the 11lx'ration of the receiver.
However. the use of such a resistance
Details of New Unit
is advisable only in the case that the
The system, of course, is very
rectifier tube is of the gaseous conducsimple but it has been impossible to
tion type.
carry it out in practli -e IterePifore heThere is another point that should
cause no high resistance, power pobe mentioned regarding the two systentiometers were ava nil We. 'float
tems just outlined. It is obvious that
they are available now is elate to :t
when employing the variable resistnew manufacturing process a11d in
ance arrangement that there is no
constant load at all tinges on the' out- order to indicate the practicabilier of
these high resistance potent to actors
put of the eliminator. When employ:n d their particular adoption to 11"
ing the potentiometer method however,
there is a constant load and this helps power units it might be well to describe their construction.
to maintain a limit above which the
voltage cannot rise and to some extent
It is basically a wire wound resistacts as a voltage regulator when the ance but it is obvious that the usual
high resistance of this type requires
load on the eliminator varies.
It is seen that both systems have exceptionally tine wire to get CIe total
their advantages and disadvantages resistance within a small space a,ud
and that it is very difficult to decide that this wire would snap if a contact
which method to employ. If economy arm were run over it:. It %vas for this
were the main factor the potentiometer
reason that it new design had to be
i

a
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Instead of the usual
nichrome wire is iIo,.rly
wonucl on an asbestos cord having on
1'anueled covered, copper core. This
r sist :tnee element in tint is wound
Since
oai a threaded isolant ite tube.
the fine resistance wire is \vounti
twice before the unit is complete it is
s..0ffi that each turn of the wire, as it
is on the asbestos corti, is parallel to
the axis of the tube and coasegnently
a contact arm scribing an are froui
ii' end of the tube to the other trill
n -it strike the fine wire at right angles
but nearly parallel to the turns as
they are on the asbestos cord. Thus.
the contact itrut slides evenly over the
title turns and can not snap them.
As the resistuue wire is wound
oixuly around the tube, the lull length

dvelopcd.
method,

of the bare wire is xposeti for the
dissipation of heat directly into the
air. Since there is no iron or zinc in
the wire itself it call not rust or
oxidize. The contact arm moving
across the turns of wire gives tine
regulation with as many points of

control as there are turns.
These variable potentiometers are
made in ranges front O to 2,11011 ohms
If it is found
asp to 0 to 50,000 ohms.
br calculation that a maximum of say
:),(N00 ohms is required at the output
to obtain the necessary voltage drop
and it is desired to have two variable
voltage controls, then two of the
' s can be connected in
2:..1100 olun
series. These units are rated at _:a
watts which is sufficient for practically all purposes.

Code of Ethics
Adopted by the Radio :Manu f acturers' Association, June 17, 1927
ECI'FRII NCI: has shown that a
formal statement of principles
embodying correct standards
for business relations are essential to the development. mat orderly
conduct of every industry. The R. M.
A., reeoguizing its responsibility to the
radio industry and to the public has.
therefore. adopted as a rule and guide
for the conduct of its ateatbcrs. the
following code of ethics:
1.

Statistics

-- thorough

and slaciticand unceasing study of the facts and
forces affecting this industry are essential to lasting individual success.
and the members of this asses is iotl
shonliI to- oIxaatt' in the eolleetion and
dissemination of facts relating to the
industry. for the benefit Of all.
Kit'1 cledgc

I

2.

Standards

The standardirution of ports. uuunafacturiug methods, termiiilogy, rating
and types are of great assistance to
the industry and to the public and the
members of this association pledge
themselves to stake all reatsonaihle
efforts toward this end. provided. however. that attempts to standardize

should not he pressed to such a point
as to discourage or limit the development of the industry.
3, Mutual Relations
itecognizing that the Radio industry
will benefit by the existence of harmonious and friendly relations between
its members. no member of this association shall make statements or take
action calculated to injure. directly or
indirectly. the business reputation.
product. or personal standing of a competitor.
4. Duty to the Public
The nature of the radio industry is
such that there is a well-PI:Hned duty

and obligation to the piddle. Their
interest demands that the members of
use every honorable
this associati
means to uphold the dignity and honor
of this industry, to raise its standards,
and to extend its usefulness.
5. Piracy of Design
eongatuy gaining an advantage by
reusou of superiority in designing skill.
electrieal or mechanical. is under no
obligation to sitare such advantage
with other companies. Such a conr
puny o-auuot, however. expect to retain
exclusive use and benefit of impotent:tide features of construction: but
specific construction and designs of one
company should not be appropriated
by its competitors.
A

6.

Piracy of Appearance

The duplication in co )lor. dtseription
or designation of product or package
which would tend to deceive the buyer
or the public. that In purchasing the
imitation they were getting the original ankle, is a form of unfair coin petition which this association condmns iu the strongest ternis.
7.

Production Costs

Realizing that only through exact
knowledge of the cost of production
can the manufacturer sell on a fair
margin of profit, this association
specifically urges every member to
adopt an intelligent check on their
business operations, and to know accurately the cost of management, production, and distribution of their
product. This association distinctly
leaves to the determination of each
member, however, all questions of selling prices, labor. hours, and wages. and
ill such matters to
aVOWS its posit'
be that of the strictest observance of
the last.

8.

Advertising

Advertising should at all times be
fair and honest. It is not discreditable to become enthusiastic in print.
but to trititlre a competitor, directly
or indirectly, in a paid advertisement
or to convey to the public your opinion
of your competitor or his products, or
to include statements in advertising
which tlnougda actual misrepresentation. through ambiguity or through incompleteness are piker to be misleading to the public is unjust to competitots. :uai should mint be permitted.

Subsidizing Buyers' Representatives
\\'e are opposed to any manufacturer offering in any v:iy special com9,

pensation of any type or kind as an
inducement to the individual \vlto acts
as buyer for his employer.
10. Jobbers' Catalogues

We discountenance the furnishing by
the umnufacturtr of inserts for job -

bers' trade catalogues without charging
for same at full Bost. or the making of
ally allow :nee upon the part of manufacturers to the jobber for illustrating
the utanutaetttrers' goods in such catalogues.

11. Cash Discounts
.\ cash discount is given in return
for payment within a specified time
after shipment. The ternis given
should be adhered to or the transaction ceases to be of the nature intended.
12. Returned Goods

R'e

recommend

the

following as

standard practice with reference to
return of goods where orders have been
correctly filled:
IQ be required
A. The customer sl
to obtain consent of the manufacturer
before returning such goods for credit.
B. The goods thus returned may be
credited subject to a service and rehandling charge including the shipping
expense.
he
(1. Such returned goods may
sold as new goods. if in salable condition.
13. Guarantees
\Ve disprove of any

unreasonable

guarantee believing such to he detrimental to the manufacturer and to the

industry. Apparattns should be guaranteed free t'tont defects in material
and workmanship. for a reasonable
time, but this should not apply to apparatus which has been subjected to
misuse, neglect or accident. Defective
material should be repaired or replaced
at the option tat the manufacturer upon
the return of the saute, transportation
charges prepaid.
14. Unethical Acts
(a) Formal complaint:

Should any member of the Radio

Manufacturers Association believe that
u serious unethical net has been corn-
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milted against hint by another member
of this Association the procedure to be
adopted by the complainant in entering
his complaint shall be to file with the
Executive Secretary a written statement duly sworn to, specifying the
cause of complaint.
The Executive Secretary shall thereupon refer such complaint to the Fair
Trade Practice Committee who shall
review the charges that have been
made, and if they are of sufficient
gravity in their judgment to warrant
such action, they shall cause to be
served upon the accused member, a
certified copy of the charges with a
written notice that a period of fourteen (lays will be allowed in which to
file with the Fair Trade Practice Committee their answer to the charges in
the complaint.
The complainant shall submit for
the consideration of the Fair Trade
Practice Committee, all evidence he
shall have in his possession and likewise the accused member upon receipt
of his notice from the Fair Trade Practice Committee shall prepare all the
evidence at his disposal and submit it
in the form of the sworn affidavit.
If the Fair Trade Practice Committee shall find probable guilt the
case shall be referred to the Board of
Directors with a report of their findings for careful consideration and appropriate action.
(h) Informal complaint:
1. The complaining member may
communicate, either verbally or
in writing, to one or more members of the Fair Trade Practice
Committee. stating his corn-

U. S. and

plaint in full. and submitting
whatever evidence he may have.
2. If the complainant so requests,
the Fair Trade Practice Committee must not reveal the
name of the complainant to the
party complained of. In the
event of a report by an unnamed complainant, it shall be
incumbent upon the Fair Trade
Practice Committee and all of
the members thereon as individuals to not reveal to any
one outside of the Fair Trade
Practice Committee. any of the
facts or anything about the
complainant so long as the complainant remains anonymous.
3. The Fair Trade Practice Committee, as such. or one or more
of its members, will then advise the member against whom
the complaint is made. of the
nature of the complaint. and
will give the accused full opportunity to present its side of
the case.
4. The Fair Trade Practice Committee. or a member of the Committee, will then report back to
the complainant. The complainant may then prefer formal complaint, if such action is warranted in his judgment, or he may
do nothing further.
5. The Fair Trade Practice Committee may make formal complaint itself, if the original complainant does not care to do so,
and if in the judgment of the
Fair Trade Practice Committee
such formal complaint should be
made.

British Radio

Export Trade
Purchases have declined but export trade is means for relieving
summer sales slump
D. international markets for

radio show signs of reaching
the saturation point? U. S.
exports during 1926 showed n
falling off of roughly ten per cent
from the previous year's total. and it
is noteworthy that this is the first
occasion since the commencement of
the bromic:1,fing era wnen our exports in this line have failed to show
a steady increase upon the previous
year's quota. From data just released. Great Britain's radio exports
for 1926 have also shown a decrease.
The overseas sales of radio of both
countries during the past few years
have been as follows:
Year
U. S.
Gt. B.
1921

1922

$1,010,891
2.897,799

$753,074
1,827.305

Year
1923
1924
1925
1920 ..

l'. S.
$:1,448,112
6,0:10.914
9.903,787
8,794,453

tat. B.
$1.455.756
2.256,661;

6.255.2s2
(1.131,962

Before 192 -1 British tube exports
were so insignificant that they were
not reported separately in government
figures. but were included with other
products, and it is probable that their
figures might be increased by about
10 per cent on this account for the
years 1921 -1924 inclusive.

Race for World Leadership
For some years past, British radio
manufacturers have been straining
every effort in the task of disputing
world leadership of radio exporting

nations with the United States, and in
the struggle for premier position that
country now takes second ranking.
Germany is still a considerable way
behind, but her manufacturers are
animated with the single desire to
follow the lead of the U. S. until they
reach the goal of world domination in
radio.
Accurate statistics are of great
value to the exporter to show what
lies before him in the world's markets,
and in the increasing volume of data
upon radio conditions the statistics of
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce take first place. Nothing
on the same lines has yet been undertaken in Britain, while the position
12

-AMERICAN
RADIO

AND BRITISH

-

EXPORTS

10

8

6

i0
J
J

1921

1922

1923

1924

1925

1926

Comparative chart of American and
British radio exports. It will be
noted that British exports took a
much greater Jump in 1925 than
American exports. Also. U. S. exports
show
proportionately
a
greater slump in 1926.

which Germany has held in the
markets of the world in the past is
reflected to some extent by the fact
that there is as yet no separate classification of radio in their official returns, and that these are only just
about to be reported separately.
Figures from every country where
radios are licensed show that in every
single instance there was a satisfactory increase in the number of users
during 1926, and in the opinion of
observers located in Europe, it is
the efforts made by Germany to secure
increasing trade in all markets rather
than any decrease in foreign buying
which is the cause of the decline in
both American and British exports
last year.
By reason of an earlier start in
the business. the United States has
for some years been keeping the best
supplied radio store for all nations,
but it is only to be expected that the
!Inge sales should arouse the emulation of rival traders, and others are
now beginning to realize that in
foreign sales there lies the remedy
for the bugaboo of the "summer
slump." It is undoubtedly increase]
competition rather than decline in
buying which accounts for the sudden drop in the national sales curve.
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The Gomez Super -Reflex
Receiver

of the loop goes to the grid of the
first tube, the other half of the loop

Gomez Super -Reflex Receiver described in the September issue of Radio News is
quite a change from the usual
run of circuits. Though rttlexing
takes place, the receiver is more easily
classified as a super- regenerator. The
variation frequency employed to give
the sneer -regenerativ effect is produced by the windings of the transformer T -1. The condenser, C -1 tends
to control the variation frequency as
well as the tendency of the tube V -1
towards oscillation at radio frequenTI1E

ransfornier. ou flip grid of the
first tube.
The first tube really does three
things. In the tì, -..t place it amplifies
the iucouting fre. Inency; secondly, it
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Circuit diagram

of the Gomez
Super - reflex.
Regeneration in
the circuit of
tube V, is controlled by the

R1
C4

C3

V3

F

L2

O

-

denser C,. This
handles both
the radio and
audio frequency
feedback.

cies.
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Theory of Operation

P2

A+

Bo

In order to allow the passage of the
radio -frequency current, the :, -nuuf.
condenser C. is used In shunt with
the secondary of the audio-frequency
transformer Tl. The radio -frequency
current passes through the condenser
C3 to the coil L2 of the detector grid
circuit and, after having been rectified,
the signal passes through the transformer Tl to the grid of the first tube
V1 whose plate is connected in serles
with the radio -frequency choke coil

B+ 90V.

being. used to neatralir the iaterual
capacity of the tube. ;nid to control
the regenerative action of the latter.
It might seem that this is an ordinary
reflex circuit, but such is not the case.
It is really a super- regenerator. The
super -regeneration effect is obtained
by the imposition of the super -audio

oscillations. produced by the windings

acts to a slight extent .u- a reflexaudio amplifier; and. thirdly. it is an
audio- frcYlucmy oscillator. It seeuls
that the Ripe system of neutralization
is indicated here; but the Gomez circuit is distinctly different from Ricés.
The neutralizing condenser. when
once set. need not be changed except
ell the longer wavelengths, variations
being obtained I.y use (it the imped:nu- coupling system bet veen the
radio -l'i "uuency tabe and the detector.
('

2.

List of Parts
l' t; -- 2 Variable condensers,
.txNN:, ofd. (29 plates).

Cl

-

Midget variable condenser.

T1, T2

-'=

A.

It2

-1

i ofd.

.INNNI'_

d

'I,

0411111

-1

I'-1

ItF('
J

-1
---1

1

--

L2

-

LI

-1

SW

t'5

\:;

V_

1
1

1

ratio 3 to 1.
Rheostat, 6 ohms.
Fixed condenser,

.000 25

mfd.

.001 mfd.
Grid leak, 2 megs.
It. F. choke, 85 M. Il.
Single circuit jack.
Filament switch.
Variable condenser; adjustable, 1.8 to 20 mmfd.
Special coil. 60 turns.
space wound.
Loop antenna. 24 turns.

center tapped.
--'2 Vacuum tubes, 201-A type.

-1

ii

2
1

n

Top view of the completed Gomez SuperReflex receiver. The electrical values
of the instruments are given in the list of parts

transformers, max.

--1 Fixed condenser,

t'3
Rl

\-l.

F.

1

Vaeanni tube, 112 type.

Socket S.
Binding posts.
I Nall.

Panel. 7" x 10" x , '16 "
Brackets.
Cabinet. 7" x 10" x 9t:."inside.
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-Plug for

loud speaker.
complete with connector plug
and mounting.
1- Automatic power control.
-R. F. Choke (19)
l -Audio Choke (23)
4-Binding lasts (1, 2, 3, 41
1

1- ('able
1

2-Rolls wire.
-Can of solder
1

rosin core)

(

Note: Numbers in parra(henes after
inch part refer lo ear'rerpanding numbir., torts! to mark paris on diagram.
Bf

8+

B*

C-

.

45V

90V

POWER

Al.

A-BC+

National Radio Day
The Radio Industries Banquet Committee realizing the tremendous public
interest in the program broadcast from
the Radio Industries Banquet in New
York City each year, has authorized
the designation of Wednesday. September 21. 1027. as NATI(IN.11. It.11)10

Schematic diagram of the "Find -All" Five. T''t- is similar in many ressects
to the Roberts' circuit

The "Find -All" Five
The "Find-All"' Five receiver. eleveiolred by H. G. Cisin, M. E.. of the

Allied Engineering Institute. New
York City, is based nikm the well known and time -tried Roberts circuit.
'l'leis circuit, originated by Itr. \Valter
\H Ii lira :iIn Roberts. has undergone
a process of evolution.
Because of
its intrinsic value. the Roberts circuit
has been a siI..iect of investigation

and exi i iiieutatli n on the part of
numerous radio engineers.
Refinements, n oditications and improvements have been added to the fundamental circuit and the result is the
receiver described herewith.
The fundamental circuit consists of
a single stage of tuned, ii iitralized
radio frequency amplification and a
regenerative detector.
The audio
amplifier consists of one stage of
transformer coupled amplitieation and
two stages of resistance coupled a t ap-

liIication.

Instead of using the older methods

of neutralization which calls for
rather difficult adjustments and often
give uncertain results a device called

phasattol is used to prevent any tendency toward radio frevlueny e.seillat ion
or distortion.
The detector circuit is of convent i.ntl type. regeneration being secured
through the use of a fixed condenser
and a tickler coil. The addition of
regeneration materially increases the
amplification and gives added selectivity to the set. Regeneration is eon trolled by means of a variable resist :nice shunted across the tickler coil.
The coupling of the tiekler coil may
be ch:mgeel. a knob being provided to
rotate the coil.

The Power Amplifier
The 171 type power tube is recommended for use in the last stage of
this receiver because of the fact that
it is capable of delivering plenty of
undistorted power tti the loud speaker.
A tone filter is provided to protect
the loud speaker and also to give improved tone quality.
If a high -mu
tube is used in the second stage, the
lead from the 0.5 meg. resistor shouid
go to the negative l' 11_ instead of
direct tu negative "A ". as shown in
the diagram.

LIST OF PARTS FOR THE "FIND -ALL"
FIVE
1-- Panel. 7" x 21" x 3/10 ". (Tackle
finish.
1 --81111- panel. 7" x 21" x 3/111 ", crackle

I'A Y.

finish.
Brackets.
1 -10
(Ihni rheostat (42)
1 -Pilot switch
(41)
4 -5 V. t/a limp. self adjusting rheostats (9. 17. 25. 291
--5 V. IX. amp. self adjusting rheostat for power tube (39)
2- .(N10E mufti. variable condensers
(li. 15)
1 -32
tumfti. (9- plate) midget condenser (7)
1- Antennas coupler (5)
1-- ('oapier coil (11)
1- 1'hasatrol (10)
l
triable resistance (21)
1- Variable resistance (14)
1- .0002 By -pass grid condenser (12)

In line with activities in previous
years.
broadcasters all o'er the
counry will carry the I.roadc:tsiing of
the program from the Itadin Industries Banquet. beginning at 11 o'clock.
New York time. oil Wednesday evening.
while some others \till carry the program beginning
g att at earlier hour.
Last year. in five cities. local assuuiatiuls of radin men staged local Industries Banquets. brune lea sting their
local programs mp to the tiare the Nev
t
York program began to go over the
lot-al station. thus linking up the two

2-

1

-\

1

-.001 it.
(18)

2 -.015

programs !lost effectively.

In the plans for the 1927 banquet.
the committee is urging that more
local asstalatiuns endeavor to arrange
such tie -up banquets and programs.
13roadeasters ttssisIiIg in such work
will be giving a _ruai deal of assistance to the industry as a whole.
It is also the aim of the Bouquet
Committee that b r o a d c a s t e r s in
general. shall endorse the Natinnat
Hadiu Day uaoveutemt and designate
their programs un Wednesday, September 21st. as National Radio itay
Prugrauts. endeavoring to _ive the
listeners an especial treat that day. if
possible.
The (`omniittoc far the Radio industries Banquet is ititerestivl in anything broadcasters ail doing tu help in
the publicity for Radin ilay. as \veil as
the efforts of broadcasters to secure
:additional publicity.

F. Choke by-pass condenser

coupling condensers 26, 31)

5--Cushion sockets, UX type.

4- 201 -.\

caoanw tubes (8, 16, 24. 30)
the program front the Radio Industries
Banquet. beginning at chie od in-k, New
1- 171 type power tube (34 )

-2

long. resistor (1 :3)
--0.5 neg. resistor (28)
1-11.25 meg. resistor (33)
1

1

2

-0.1

meg. resistors (27. 32)

1- Single circuit jack (35)
1-- 1)unble eirenit jack (30)
1- Verrier dial. with panel light (40)
-A. F. Transformer (20)
1- Filter choke (3R)
2 -2 -111f1. fixed condensers 122. 371
1-

5-- Resistor mountings.
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At a recent inciting of the Boa rd of

Directors of the Electrodyne Company,
Inc., the following were elected as
officers for the coming year: Harold
Ilymans, president and general man ager: Andrew II. Gombos. vice- president and in charge of production:
George Szta rnyassi. secretary aid
treasurer.

Wm. Engles Becomes Arbor phone Sales Promotion Manager

To handle the new Merchandising

on .\rborphoae.
Pieeision lhodnais Company has employed R'illiai Ingles, formerly of

aid Advertising plan

Radio Retailing and Thomas A.
Edison. Inc.
Mr. Ingles will be responsible for
Arborphone advertising and Sales Promotional work. and will work with
jobbers and dealers on the new merchandising plan.

Arborphone Obtains Loftin White License
l'recisio l'roduris Company parsec
amouaeel that they have been liacised

.
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\letalized Resistors, announce the
change of address from the Perry
Bldg.. Philadelphia. to their men'
address 24. South 20th Street.

Browning -Drake Corp. Move
Into New Quarters
The

Browning -brake

t'orporatior

of Brighton. Massachusetts. has just
announced its reulnval to larger
quarters across the river in Cambridge. Considerably greater Iloor
space will be available for increased

Buckingham Announcement
Buckingham Radio Corporation of
Chicago announce the election of Mr.
F'. J. Kolb Of Monroe. \Wisconsin, to
the office of Secretary and Treasurer.
Mr. Kolb a former radio dealer and
manufacturer will take active part in
the administration and operation of

production during the con aiag season.
Professor Browning has also announocd recently the termination an
his connection with the National
Company. formerly of t' :nib ridge.
Ipenceforth all of his research will
be devoted to the Browning-Drake
Corporation.

the company's affairs.

To Travel for Splitdorf

Cleveland's Third
Radio Show

James Keller lumen. formerly of
the Ilassler Texas Co.. of ballas, has
,joined Splitdorf Radio Corporation
as an executive representative traveling out of the Chicago branch. ills
territory covers: tklahiu a. Kansas.
Louisiana. with headArkansas.
quarters at. Dallas. Mr. Beach Is
well known in the radio field as an
aggressive worker awl he has a large

Cleveland's

a

Trade Association of Northern Ohio. Headquarters for the Association have been established at the office of its managing
director. Mr. Herbert Buckman. at
5005 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.
newly- organized Radio

following.

International Resistance Co.
Appoint New Sales Repre-

latter is

pony. Philadelphia. announce the alcpoiiuieit of ylr. Ii. .I. Filmer, 15:1
E. Elizabeth street, Detroit. alien, as

Murdock Licensed by R. C. A.

Aanonaceam'nt is macle by h. R. W.
Murdock. Treasurer of rte Wm. .T.
Murdock Company. that the Murdock
Company has signed a license agreement with the Radio Corporation of
America which gives the manufacturers of Murdock Radio full right to
manufacture under one hundred and
forty or more radio p :stems held and
controlled by the Ttadio Corporation
of America, the General Electric Co,
the \Westiagllonse Electric & Mfg. Co..
and the American Telephone & Telegraph Co.

NEMA Meetings

The Policies Division of the
National Electrie:tl Ma nut' actnrers
Association will meet at Ass,,a i:iiiaan
island. N. l-.. on September 1st. nil
and 3rd. The Apparatus Division is
to meet on October 24th to 27t11 at
l:ri :ueliff. N. Y.

Freshman Company Adjusts
Patent with R. C. A.

sentative
"The liternational ltsi,tmee cow-

their sales representative. \i r. Fitz ner is quite well known in northern
Ohio and the state of1M-big :un. and
has been active in radio for a number
of

years''

New Samson Bulletin

The Samson Electric Co. are distributing an iah resting new technical
bulletin relating to the proper uses of
Samson radio and audio choke ils
in various of the popular eireuits ns'
by the set -builder daring the last tea ai
yen rs.
Samson engineers chose 17 circuits
and carefully- analyzed them to determine where radio and audio chokes
nonid Ile iuserted to isolate stages,
prevent feodb:u'ks. direct the varions
frequencies into the proper channels
and aid neutralizing.
a

I

International

Resistance

Annual Radio

Show has been scheduled for November 8th to 13th inclusive and will be
produced under the backing of the

ler Loftin White patents t if the
seven sets in the new Arborphone line,
four will use the Loftin -White Circuit.
These four will be known as models
23. 253. 2..2 and 255 I teLuxe. The
a combination power radio and
phonograph.
Arhorphoic is the only eonnplete set
DIM' licensed by Loftin -Whit e.

Third

Annual

Co.

Moves
The international Resistance Company, manufacturers of the Durham

Following manly other radio manufacturing concerns. the ('harles Freshman Company have completed arrange-

ments with the Radio Corporation of
America for the right to use all of the
radio patents that they own and control pertaining to the particular radio
circuits manufactured by the ('has.
Freshman Company. This includes
licenses under the patents held by the
Companies comprising the Radio Corporation of America.

New Freed- Eisemaml

Distributors
'l'he Telephone Maintenance Company. 123 -5 So. Wells St.. Chicago, Ill.
has just been appointed Freed -Eiseiinul distributor in Chicago and surronmding territory.
The North American Auto Supply
Company. of 4608 Prospect Ave., Cleveland. Ohio, has just been appointed
Freed- Eisemann distributor for Cleve laid and surrounding territory.
The Green Joyce Company of Columbus. O111o. has just been appointed
Freed- Eisemann distributor for Columbus and surrounding territory.

Rnd¡II Rngincrriuq,
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104 Loud

for Direct Current
Operation

The Radio Corporation of America
has developed a model 104 Loudspeaker evhich will operate ou direct
current and will furnish the necessary "A:' "B" and "C" current supply for Radiolas 25 and 28. It will
also supply "B" voltages for practically all other radio receivers.
The
external appearance of the DC 104
Loudspeaker is exactly similar to the
AC type.
Although the same cone
with its accompanying operating

11111

4DNTN

tared by Ilardwick. Field. lue., 215
Emmet Street, Newark. New Jersey,
are suitable for use in all circuits of
B" eliminators and 1+1rwer amplifiers.

;fMVP'w
4500
C
"Har- Field" fixed resistance unit

The manufacturer claims accuracy
and permanence of ohmic value.
A special feature of the "llar-Field"
resistor is the especially processed
cement covering used. Not only is it
extremely durable, but due to its
rough surface, the heat is better disr:ipated.
They are available in various values
ranging from 7511 ohm: to 50,000
ohms. Tapped resistors may be obtained to meet the individual needs
and specifications of manufacturers
:cud experimenters.

After winding and impregnating, the
coils are mounted in a moulded
and polished bakelite case. Soldering lugs and binding post connections
are provided at the bottom of the
ease as well as screw holes for mount ing the coil on a panel.
The case is 1t/. inches in diameter
by 1% inches high, and the coil is
made in two values of inductance for
the broadcast hand. R. F. C. No. 85
lias all inductance of S5 millihenrys,
caI ai iiy of three emnfds, and a resistamcc of 215 ohms.
R. F. C. No.
250 has :un inductance of 250 milli henrys, a capacity of two uuufds. and
a resistance of 420 ohms.

New Grebe Cone Speaker
.\ twenty inch cone shaped in a
twenty degree angle. having a motor
equipped with short, light weight
driving rods, a new type Of armature. known as the 'Butterfly" ar-

Hanimarlund Radio Frequency
Choke Coils

The

R.C.A. direct current
speaker

power

mechanism is employed. a DC power
:amplifier has been substituted for the
AC rectifier -power- :unplilier unit.
In
the DC model four 171 tubes are connected in it multiple push -pull circuit to give the same output as a 210
tube used by the A. C. type. Particular attention has been paid to the
elimination of line noises through the
use of special filter arrangements and
adjustable resistance which can be

The Hanemarlund )Mfg. Company,
Inc., of 424 \\'est 33rd St., New York
City. anuouneed two types of radio
frequency choke coils as au addition
to their line of products.
A specially developed seethed of
winding. and impregnation with low
dielectric compound produces a coil
of a minimum distributed capacity
and extremely high impedance to currents at radio frequencies, states the
manufacturer. Ible to the resistance
of the coils and the method of winding. there is no point within the broad-

The

easily regulated, allowing the DC 104
Loudspeaker to be operated from
lower soneces of fri! 105 to 125 volts
I)C.

"Har- Field" Heavy Duty
Resistors
The new type -Ha
henvy
e'uty wire wound resistors atanttfae-

The new Hammarlund radio frequency choke

cast banal at which they become self
resonant and their action is the same
throughout this range of frequencies.

Grebe

cone

speaker

mature. an unusually- large permanent
magnet. which offers a high magnetic
flux, are a few of the new features
in the Type, 20-20 cone type loud
speaker being manufactured by A. H.
Grebe & Co.. Inc., Richmond Hill,
N. Y.

The manufacturer states that the
"Butterfly- armature. made of silicon
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steel, results in a decreased magnetic
saturation. Laminated silicon steel
pole pieces, reduce eddy current
losses; and by the use of large size
wire with heavy insulation chances of
a short or possible grounding are

eliminated.
The short, light-weight, driving rods
transmit the high and low frequencies
to the cone with minimum loss, avoiding "while' or side play, usually so
wasteful of high frequencies.
l'se of a detachable base makes this
speaker readily adaptable to either
table or wall. The speaker is well
balanced. and due to the greater weight
being concentrated in the base, will not
tip over.

General Instrument Corp. Announces New "A" Eliminator
The General Instrument Company
of 477 Broadway, New York City,
have placed on the market an "A"
Eliminator known as the "Permanent

'A:"

New Willard Combination

Power Unit

Grebe Socket Power Unit
socket power unit supplying "B"
and "l "' voltages sufficient to operate
standard radio receiving sets of from
five to seven tubes. including the 171
type power amplifier, is a recent contribution to the radio market by A. II.
Grebe & Co.. lime.. Richmond Ilill,
A

N. Y.

By the use of a special resistance
and condenser circuits all chance of
the production of a "growl" or "motor

The new Grebe socket power unit

boating" interference in the receiver
is eliminated. states the manufacturer.
Resistances employed for dividing
the voltage are of the full metallic
wire wound variety.
A cable with six differently colored
leads makes available the following
voltages:
180 volts for the power tube: 90
volts for intermediate audio and
radio frequency stages: 22 volts for
the detector: 40 and 4 volts for the
negative "t "' battery voltages and one
common lead which is the terminal
for the ."C" plus, "A" and "B" minus.
Construction of the Socket Power
is such that any variation in the line
voltage will not affect the balance of
the output voltages. (i. e. any rise
in "B" voltage. due to line voltage
variation, will result in an equally
proportioned rise in the "C" potential.)
hexagonThe unit is enclosed in
ally shaped container, having an attractive marble finish. Inside this
container a small well is provided for
the Raytheon tube socket. This
socket is completely insulated from
accidental contact when inserting the
tube.

Many manufacturers are adopting
this hand saw in their shipping rooms
for opening crates, making new boxes
and reclaiming old stock. Further
details on this saw can be obtained
from the J. D. Wallace S. Company.

The General Instrument "Permanent A" eliminator

This iu.strument provides lower
sufficient for operating ten tubes and
runs direct from any 110 volt-60
cycle A. C. line. According to the
manufacturer it coastlines only 50 to

watts at maximum load.
This power unit sloes not use a storage battery in connection with a
trickle charger, bad consists of a
transformer. a 2! ampere Raytheon
cartridge rectifier and a filter network.
The secondary of the transformer is
equipped with taps so that the power
can be regulated at will and at the
same time permit the unit to be operated successfully with various line
voltages which exist in commercial
practice.
"Permanent 'A'" is 8}, " high. 6"
wide and Rte_" long. and weighs approximately 21 pounds.
60

Wallace Electric Hand -Saw
The J. P. Wallace & Company of 134
South California Avenue. Chicago. Ill..
are marketing :t new type of electric
land -saw. shown in the illustration.
tchih is principally adaptable to the
cuffing of wood for eahinets as well
as moulded panel material etc.
The Wa I a ce electric
hand -sate is so designed that the motor
can not be overloaded

This newest Willard product is
primarily a combination of the Willard "A" power and its "B" power
supply. with an automatic control to
change from charger to current supply
and vice versa as the radio set switch
is thrown on or off.
The unit itself Is compactly assembled in a metal case finished in moss
brown crystalline lacquer. The dimensions are such :ts to make the
combination unit easily adaptable to
any standard cabinet. It is 14%
inches wide and 9%
inches long, 11
inches high.
A new electrolytic rectifier increases
the plate potential to 180 volts at
forty ntilliatals'res. Since few receivers nowadays draw more than
forty milliamperes and most of thent
considerably less. this means that the
power tubes of the 171 type war be

The Willard

"A"

and

power unit

"B"

operated at full efficiency. Also a 135
volt tap makes the 112 tube equally
available.
There is no place on the entire "A"
and "B" unit where contact may be
male with any current greater than
the harmless six volts supplied by the
"A" battery.
In part this has been accomplished
by concealment of all rectifying un't

I

by putting in a larger

sate blade than the
power unit is intended
to handle. A universal
type of motor makes It
possible to use the
hand saw at either alternating or direct current. any frequency.
Maximum efficiency- has
been secured by connecting the motor direct to the saw spindle.

socket

The Wallace electric hand saw

t
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connections tarder a III HIIalell bakélite
cover. and in part by using special
binding posts of the spring type
which have no exposed surfiiees.
.l rheostat governs the detector voltage kith a variation of from 15 to
50 volts with amplifier voltage ranging from 4 ; to 110 volts. There are
also 67t_ volt x1111 :10 voll taps :IS
M'111 :as two power taps of i :t: :nul
ís11 volts.
'l'Ire "A" portion of the unit is essentially the same as the separate

'Willard "A"

attlguavtd drop in

cou11tt'ract the

Uhhe

rectifier proper. Thus the voltages at
the varions mutent posts on the eliminator reni:tiu more existant at different loads. The regudatdun curve is less
steep. 'l'Ire temperature e,eflicieut of
the Anise" Uetaloid is .111105 per degree
C.
A higher temperature coeflit ieat
than this is not desirable.
Aletaluid power resistors are made in
wattages from une io sixty. for panel

New Polymet Metal Grid Leak

and Resistance
Among the varions items which the
Polymer Manufacturing Corporation.
599 Broadway. New York City. nave
added to their line is a new type of
Grid Leak and Resistor known as
Poly Pure Metal Power Grid.

4671.Wri

ments of these new tubes.
The new tubes have an amplification
constant in the vicinity Of 3(1, which
renders comparatively unstable circuits ill tthich they :ne employed. Amplifiers using these nitos have a greater
tendency tu utmturbea1 than with the
usual not -7 tubes. This tendency, however. can Ito satisfactorily counter acted Ity the use of properly designed
I

resister Iuuplers.

consisting of :t
11- iThuitI
In :nnpere -huer glass case six
volt battery with threaded rubber insulation and gravity indicating balls.
Ill conjunction witlh the "1" battery
is a changing unit of the 2 ampere
type. with either h_ ampere hour rate
as a trickle charge or a booster rate
of 9 amperes available.
For the eonvenienee of the user.

A11tsco now makes two types of resistor couplers. the I0C1 for the 201 -A
type of tube. and Ille I2l'2 for the high

111111.

should he desire to shut uhf the house
current to the power 111111 and flu'
radio set, there is attached a snap
switch to the rond. bettveeu IIa' nuit
and the base plug.

list :aire coupled amplifying apparatus
Iltrticnhtrly adapted to the require-

mu tubes.

Kodel "Kuprox" Rectifier

Amsco tapped

power resistor

and baseboard mounting. The twit and
five watt sizes can also be had for
plug -in mounting. farilitatiug a change
in resistors tvheu this convenience is
desirable. The rasistur element itself
is formed to an Isolantite base, and is
absolutely permanent anti noiseless.
Meta dui il resistors can be obtained in
Ille usual values. from 250 ohms to 10
meguhtus. taphxvl or untapped.
anise° has also added a medium
range potter variable resistor to their
line of fixed units. designed for seeuriug the correct "C" bias to amplifying
t

l'he `Iütprox" rectifier manufactured by the Kodel Radio Corp. of
Cincinnati. Chio, is a new develupmcut in the radio and electrical field
and has a number of interesting
characteristics.
Kuprox. the active metallic element
in the rectifier, Is the result of eon siderable research work in connection
cith X -ray equipment.
Ku prux is a dry metallic element
iu which III(' atunns 11:n e been made

ubes.

The variable resistors take the form
a potentiometer. and are supplied
with Luth single and double arms. The
total resistance is two thousand ohms,
wound with a special alloy wire. The

of

The new Polymet metal resistor

These new Grid Leaks and Resistors differ from any others on the
market in that they are not metallized
but pure metal, states the manufacturer.
This type construction permits a
very high current carrying capacity
and dissipates two and one -half watts
to the square inch.
Poly Purser Grids are trade in
various values ranging from .MN10 to
1011.0(10 ohms, and 14 to 10 megohms.

New Amsco Power Resistors
With Optimum Temperature
Coefficient
Considerable reseateh and experimentation covering a period of three
years has developed the new Amsco
Metal°id potter resistor especially
designed for radio power devices. A
unione feature of this resistor is the
careful selection of the optimum
negative temperature coefficient.
A
slight negative temperature coefficient
is most desirable in eliminator circuits
where it results in an improved regulation curve. The drop in resistance
value as the current increases tends to

winding will pass sixty -cive milliam-

pers will

undue heating.
The single and double units are
known respectively as the Mo11ostat
and Duostat. The two arms of the
Duostat are controlled by super imposed knobs operating through concentric shafts. The Duostat makes it
possible to secure two variable "C"
potentials. The o itiunnn "C" bias is
°bt1llllel by simple adjustment, at
which pudut it is possible to output the
highest undistorted volume from an
amplifier. Both types mount in time
space required for a single rheostat.
(7'lae manufacturers Hare prepared a

booklrl rua the uses of variable and
fired resistor.' in radio receiving circuits and eliminators, which can be
sectored front .I teo Products Inc., 416
Broome Street. New York City, for
m

The Kodel

" Kuprox" rectifier unit

to pass curreut In mue direetiuu only
It is a discovery of I'rofessor S. J.
Allen, of the Post Gratintue College,
of the University of Cincin °ai i.
A number of dises of tills material
which are clamped
iller, font a
rectifier unit which can be adapted to
praclioally all types ut' exisliug bat tory chargers and power units. 7'lte
accutlpanying illustration shows une
furor of Knprox rectifier which can be
substituted in place of other type rectifiers. In operation Ibis new retifier
element is absolutely noiseless and be-

Iii

ing perfectly dry. requires no rare or
upkeep.

a

twenty-fire cents.)

New Amsco Resistor Coupler
In response to the demand created
by the new high nut tubes, Antsco
Products Inc., of Ni tt York has added
a resistor coupler to their line of re-

Freshman Power Speaker
The Charles Freshman Company
have developed, and are now offering
for sale a combination high quality
amplifier and loud speaker. housed in
a small mahogany taille. The cumbinatiuu culled the Freshman "Potter
Speaker" is designed fur use with any

i\
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Variable All -Wire Power Resistor

Perfect your power devices by using this superior,
all -wire voltage control. Read these advantages:

1- Greater

radiation area keeps it cool, like an air- cooled
motor, and gives long life.
potentiometer control; positive
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3- Nichrome wire resistance with 30 exact readings.
Eight stock types with resistances up to 50.000 ohms.
All rated at 25 watts. List $3.50 each.
Also full litre of fixed wire resistances.
Write for descriptive circular and full information.

COMPANY
I

^

\.y S'

,/J1

Dept. 19, 175 Varick Street, New York

"This Is An Eliminator Year"
1

Resistance
Specialists

DEPENDABLE

Manufacturers of Electrical and Radio
Con'e'lers and Regulators Since 1912

Rheostats,

Ett!'fl ,

iÌ
to All

iü

TUNED
DOUBLE IMPEDANCE UNITS

I

ion;

Metal ltllrn.
Made with or with
(hie hole
sty itch.

Air -Cooled

.tatout

moulnt.

The
Ultimate

The
Ultimale

in

in

Tuned A. F.
Amplifiers

Tone
Quality

Licensed under Hiler Patents
Power
t

Rheostat- A High Cargine
Rheostat fid Socket Power
1.tll Resislanee Range from

:u..,, ü>

,a

tu Soho Ohms.

Double.
Toi
Igle.
Types in All Capacities.

The Muter Tuned Double Impedance Units represent finest workmanship and appearance in this
remarkable system of audio amplification.

1.

TO DEALERS AND JOBBERS
Write for new eatnlog of complete 1927 -28 line.
TO MANUFACTURERS

LESLIE F. MUTER COMPANY

The De Sur Products Company is the largest manufacturer of rheostats and resistances made to special
sneriflcation.. Let us figure on your requirements.

76th and Greenwood Ave.

PRODUCTS Có
De.JuR
199 Lafayette St., New York City
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type of radio set, having one stage of
audio frequency amplification or the
equivalent.
The amplifier in the
Power Straker takes the place of the
second surge of audio frequency in the
radio set, thus eliminating the source
of ilfr of the distortion. The amplifier requires no batteries, it obtains its
power directly from the 110 volt 60
cycle house lighting system. As an
amplifier tube the R. C. A. UX 210 is
used, as a rectifier the R. C. A. UX
216. Full voltage for proper amplification is supplied the power tube, the result being clear, pure reproduction at
any volume.
The cone speaker supplied with the
Power Speaker is of the diaphragm
type. the unit being one capable of
properly handling the great volume
and fine quality available from the
amplifier. In brief, the Power Speaker
is a complete audio frequency amplifier
unit and reproducer, capable of the
best in quality reproduction at any
volume.

battery is charged. As soon as the
set switch is turned off, the battery is
automatically recharged at a high
rate until it comes up to approximately full charge. When this point
is reached, the rate is automatically
reduced to a trickle charge of a
quarter ampere or less at which rate
it continues until the set is again
operated.
This system of charging
insures the battery being kept up to a
fully charged condition at all times.
On the front of the unit is an instrument panel containing a charge
late indicator and ttca rheostat dials.
A glance at the ammeter and one can
tell immediately whether the battery
is being charged at the high or the
low rate.
Windows have been placed on the
front and sides of the unit to permit
observation of the pilot balls on the
middle cell and the height of the
electrolyte of all cells on the "A"
battery and "B" rectifier.

The No. 2650 Super-Excellent Speaker
Console has a top 20 x 37 ", stands
32" high, has battery and speaker
compartment 14%" sleep and 32%"
long. will take table cabinet with
panel up to 30" long.

New Valley "A" Power Unit
The Valley "A" Socket Power
eliminates the wet storage battery.
It requires no charging and connects

The new "A" and "B" nuit is being
manufaetured in addition to the
Exile "A" power units.

New Exide "A" and "B" Socket

Power Unit
new development of the "A" and
"B" socket power principle is anA

.

nonnced by The Electric Storage Bat-

The

new Exide "A" and
socket power unit

"B"

tery t'2unp:nly, manufacturers of
Exide batteries and power units.
This latest development consists of
an automatic charging method at high
and low rates for the storage "A"
battery and a system of electrolytic
reetitication for the "B" power supply.
The automatic charging feature insures rapid replacement in the "A"
battery of current used in the opera-

tion of the set.
Full automatic control of both the
"A" and "B" power is at the set
switch. An especially designed automatic relay master control switch
makes possible this feature of performance. Two rheostats provide
separate regulation of the "B" detector and the "B" amplifier voltages, to
suit the requirements of the individual
radio receiver. The voltage range of
the detector is from 20 to 45 volts
and that of the amplifier from 60 to
100 volts. This is in addition to the
power tube voltages which are 135
and 130 volts, respectively.
One of the features of the new
power unit is the manner in which the

Ehlert Speaker Consoles
The Ehlert Radio Furniture Company of 2468 Lincoln Avenue, Chicago, Ill., have placed upon the market. two new types of speaker consoles. These consoles will house all
the accessories such as storage hat tery, charger, "B" eliminator. and will
also accommodate cone speakers up
to 211/2" high. Arrangements are
made whereby the speaker can be
mounted on the door on the front of
the console, so that when this is
opened the speaker swings out with
the door. leaving easy access to the
battery compartment.
The No. 2250 Super- Excellent Speaker
Console has a top 20 x 31 ". stands 32"
high. has battery and speaker compartment 141/2" deep and 26%" long.
will take table cabinet with panel up
to 26" long.

The new Valley "A" Power which
employs
Raytheon cartridge
a

rectifier

directly to the house lighting circuit.
It will operate the radio set and all
other accessories front one switch.
According to the manufacturer, it
provides power for any radio regardless of size.
This Unit employs

it stout metal
Raytheon Cartridge that is free from
delicate filaments. It is a new principle of "A" Socket Power and delivers permanent, steady, uniform current.
Provision has been made in the
Valley "A" Power Unit for use of an
additional Raytheon Cartridge when
operating sets of seven tubes and
larger. This Power Unit is made by
the Volley Electric Company of St.
Innis.

"Perryohm" Resistors
The new "Perryohm" Resistor is manufactured by the ferry Wire Works,
Yonkers. N. Y. This unit is made by
winding resistance wire upon or
around a heat resisting porcelain tube
and. after winding, the whole is coated
with an enamel -like composition which
also is heat- resisting. A special heating and firing process prepares the unit
to withstand heat and cold, which do
not affect either wire or coating. Heat
developed in operation passes through
the ''ntside coated surface into the air.
The "Perryohm" is now available for
the "A." "Ii" and "C" current -supply
units. power- amplifiers, trickle charger
cirrni s. power packs, plate -supply
units, resistor kits, "B" eliminators
and also for Ilse with the "Raytheon"
B -I1 rectifier.
t

Eh'ert Speaker Console
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CUSTOM SET BUILDING
Radio sets, "made to the measure" of local conditions, are assuming
greater importance than ever before. Thousands of set-building organizations and individuals are now functioning to supply the public with
custom -built receivers adapted to individual requirements.
Beginning with the September iEsue, Radio Engineering will cover
this phase of radio activity from A to Z. How to start and operate a
custom -set building establishment-how to contact with and sell the consumer- testing. installation, servicing, etc.
In conjunction with this material, literally scores of different construction sets, amplifying systems and power supply systems will be reviewed
and described.
Readers of Radio Engineering are invited to send in the name or names
of technical men, professional set builders, service men, students, etc.,
who will he interested in this material. We will be glad to send sample
copies of the magazine to anyone recommended by our present readers.
New Two -Year Subscription Rate, $3.00

RADIO ENGINEERING MAGAZINE, Inc.,
Enclosed

find check-money

y

Radio Engineering for

order

1

2

,

-

forr
fo

52

Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y.

$2.00
$3.00

C.

for which send me

commencing with September,

1927.

Name
Street

City
State
Please Check Below
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Dealer

Anything Else

Mechanic
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Manufacturer

Engineer
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Kroblak

Tapped

Resistors
The

C. E. Mountford ('°ripa ray of
Sullivan Street. New York City,
have placed upon the market a series
of tapped resistor units ranging in re-

32

lighter condenser than
sible heretofore.

loas been pos-

These filter and by -pass condensers
are made In capacities ranging from
0.1 mfd. up to 4.0 mfd.

The Apco Automatic Charger

Mountford "Kroblak" tapped
power resistor
sistance value from 100 to 50,101 ohms
and in continuous duty capacities of
50 and 75 watts.
111, 20. 35.
These
resistors can also be supplied to umn11furtnrers. tapied according to their
siii(ifieatious. Their main field is in
connection with "I3" eliminators and
special power units.

Atwater Kent Announces New
Units
Two new models in receiving sets,
new speaker and
"B Power !'nit"
are announced by the Atwater Kent
Manufacturing Company of Philadelphia as distinctive developments in its
products for the forthcoming radio
year. The company's laboratories have
been working steadily for three years
to perfect an instrument to supply I3
power and has produced a unit With a
number of new features. the most important of tcltioh is a gas tube with a
life in excess et _.unto hours.
It is asserted that the new product
is free from "hune."
tu ii lier feature is
that the opratiun of the "li" unit is
automatie. clue to a built -in "relay"
which is actuated by the !teaser supply switch on the receiving set. Provision is also made for connecting the
"A" battery and charger to the "B"
nuit. in which case the relay also automatically starets and stops the charger.
The nets' instrument is designed for
alternating current. eta -cycle circuits
with 110 to 115 volts.
at

21

A new Automatic Charger has just
been placed on the market by the
Apco
)Lnmfai turing C papy of
Providence. R. I.
Full stave rectifient'
is accomplished by means of a series of special
analysis capper discs in the transformer circuit. Each disc is coated on
one side with an oxide of great endu-

rance. Rectification °emirs
the disc and its own oxide.

between

This Apr° Automatic ('hanger is for
with regular six volt, three cell
storage batteries of anywhere froni 60
to 1211 ampere hour capacity.
use

Durham

Upright Resistor
Mounting

'Cite Ilitrnatiou:th Resistance Company of Philadelphia. announce a new

upright resistor mounting which is
made to accommodate' either the re-

The

Durham

up-

right resistor and

The Elee.trndyue Company. Inv.. of
12S Cypress Avenue. New York City,
Luve placed npsnt the market a new
series of filter cuudeusets which are
abtut mane -112111' the size per microfarad

The new

Electrodyne

snail type filter condenser

than the general run of eondensets
being manufactured today. (mushleriug equal voltage. Accurding to the
manufacturer, this is made passible
through the use of ilmproved machinery which is able to triad is !much

New "A -B -C" Eliminator Block
The Ihahilier Condenser Corporation has announced the release of a
special condenser to be used with
Raytheon 350 mill. IIA tubes. By the
use of an 8 mfd. a 1.2 mail.. and .1 -.1
natl., buffer condenser, 350 milliampere current is delivered to the set
satisfying all A. R. and C potter denomads.
The blocks love in two containers in tote buffet separate.

Yar True-Tone Speaker
Yahr- Lange. Inc.. Milwaukee. ntanufamtnrers and ilistribufurs of the
Saper -Ball Antenna, amnuuee a new
radio speaker. It will be known as
the "Yar True-Tone Speaker."
This sneaker has several new,
urique features that will undoubtedly
be of interest to the radio trade.
It

condenser
mounting

The new Van,
Lange speaker of
cast
aluminum

sistor alone or the resistor and vondenser.
It is macle of high grade
!moulded insulation with put sphurns
bronze nickel

plated clips gild uceupies less space than the ordinary type

of resistor mounting.

e

construction

aPm ÀG3IEG°3

Raytheon "A" Rectifier
With an entirely new principle

Electrodyne Filter Condensers

properly designed charging tarit is
better than :w per cent., as contrasted
with the popular bulb tyule vharger
which runs from 17 to 35 per cent.
under the best conditions. Raytheon
"A'' is especially suited to economical
full -rate charging rather than trickle
charging, and as such it protides the
cheapest form of filament power as
regards first cost and operating cost.
Because of its efficient rectification,
Raytheon "A" may be applied to Ailintinator practice, or filament supply
for standard receivers.

as

the basis, there has been developed and
plaeetl oli the market by the Raytheon

Manufacturing Courixup of I'ambridge,
\laass., a highly efficient. mom- Itreakable,
anal foolproof rectifier kn°etu as the

It aytheon ":1." This device is lu the
t,'rm of a stout metal cartridge about
aloe size of at Luau's thumb. quite free
from delicate filaments. chemicals or
tuot-iug p :nets. It is Metely snapped lilt" it clip balder 81111 forgotten. whereupon it {oos if) stork supplying a current of 21_ amperes or less. at 6 volts.
Suitable .step -tIutvi transformers have
been designed by several leading manufacturers. 211111 uutnplete units using
this retitier are unit- n! the market.
Itayt11vun ".\" is ideal fur storageflattery chargingIt provides the
highly desirable taper hatuai' feature,
reducing current drain. gassing and the
wear and tear on the battery. 'l'he
e'fie^'eacy when eumpluye.l in ti

is of cast aluuminum m°ustruetiun and
has :t t
column of new design. Ily
moan t' of at scientifically designed tone
distributing chamber a forced crossing of sound wares is ucvomplished.

gird
divisional loan chamber of
unique design segregates high and low
tunes, reproducing both with evtu:d
facility states the manufacturer. The
cast aluminum c°lsttilion is said to
eliminate all artificial overtones and
:m

vibrations.

A special reproducing mat is used.
which will not -blast" or oscillate
tinder any volume. It will successfully handle any "II" voltage up to
2111 volts.

The speaker is tutisti,talty designed
and is made in three different color
combinations. finished in crackled
lacquer. It stands 41 inches high
:um is provided with twenty feet of
curd.
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Hiler Double Impedance
Tuned Audio Amplifier
Special Offer
Comp'.ete,

guaranteed

.75

-

List Price

Wire Wound Resistor
Iarl eld Resister incaluablc i,,r use in all
circuits t, Inre accuracy and permanence of ohmic vale:
The

I

absolutely essential.
on a hase made of isulantite, which insure
a uniformity of physical dimensions and almost perfect
insulation.
Covered with a specially roughened, very durable
cement which gives a greater cooling surface to prevent
over -heating.
Guaranteed plus or minus 5': under average load
conditions.
Available in various value up to 50,0()() ohms with
capacities up to 1(I and _'ll ,cat's. "tapped resistors ma)
be obtained to nn,.t the specific need of manufacturers
and experimenters.
\lade for all jalpulilr puler packs and 13- Eliminator
kits. Irrifc H., for complete information.
is

!

three-stage amplifier
ready to operate

$

A New Type Heavy Duty

$29.50

of
To demonstrate the clear, musical, realistic tone quality
audio
the new tiller system of tuned double impedance opporthe
builders
setand
dealers
we
offer
amplification,
size
tunity to purchase this compact three -stage amplifier.
6" z 9 ". at the special price of only $14.75 -50'.. off list.
Hiler,
E.
E.
of
specifications
with
accordance
Designed in
Licensed under Hiler patents.
inventor of the system.
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back. Only a limited
Mail your order NOW.
at
this
price.
number available

\ \round
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Tuned Double Impedance Kit (Set
of 3 tuned couplers and output filter

$1 1.50

unit).

List $23.00

Y

HAB' FIEI
WIRE-WOUND

K.H. Radio Laboratories, Inc.
Sullivan Street
New York, N. Y.

RESISTORS

Dealers and Set Builders -Write for Agency Proposition

For Permanent Aren rue i

Kenneth Harkness, Mem. I. R. E.
Pres. & Chief Engineer

For Additional

THE
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PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY

i

Data and Information on

"FIND -ALL"

i

JOHN F. RIDER

FIVE

Consulting Engineer

Reviewed in this Publication

Write
ALLIED ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
250 West 57th St., New York City

/r..i

270 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Radio Engineers and Designers

R. E. LACAULT

Z. H. Reg.POLACHEK
Patent Attorney
Consulting Engineer
70

Wall St.

New York, N. Y.

RADIO ELECTRIC LABORATORIES
Designing and Consulting
1931 Bdway. and 116 W. 65th St., New

York,

N. Y.

NOTE -This Professional Directory will be a permanent feature
hereafter. Reliable Engineers and Laboratories will be listed each month as a ready
of each number of Radio Engineering,

reference for readers.

TESTING OF RADIO APPARATUS
Condensers calibrated at Radio Frequencies.
Station Wave Lengths measured and checked -Tube Characteristics determined.
Wave Meters, standard capacities and inductances calibrated.

ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES
8Gth St. at East End Avenue

New York City, N. Y.

Radio Engineering, duquel, 1917

Let Radio Engineering Assist
When You are Adding to
Your Technical Library
DODD

See

offer at foot of this advertisement

ENGINEERING WORKS
E. B. Moullin, M.J., J.1LI.I.E.E.$10.00

RADIO FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS. by

Every Radio Laboratory should have this book.

THERMIONIC VACUUM TUBE

Formulas save hours of calculation.

by H. J. Van der Bijl,

MA., Ph.D. 5.00

Jby Vladimir Karapetoff 5.00
Prof.EE., Cornell Univ.
by Joseph G. Coffin, B.S., Ph.D. 2.50
SOUNDS..... by Irving B. Crandall 5.00

EXPERIMENTAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
(and Manual for Electrical Testing)

VECTOR ANALYSIS

THEORY OF VIBRATING SYSTEMS AND

Bell relephone Labs.

PRINCIPLES OF RADIO COMMUNICATION
Temporarily out of print.

by Prof. J. H. Morecroft

A revised edition will be ready August 15th, at which time the price will be announced.

GENERAL PUBLICATIONS
L. Grant Hector, Ph.D. 5.00
PRACTICAL RADIO CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIRING...by Moyer & Wostrel 2.00
ELEMENTS OF RADIO TELEPHON l
by Ir. C. Ballard, Jr., M.E.
1.50
WIRELESS PICTURES AND TELEVISII IN ...
by T. Thorne Baker 2.50
PRINCIPLES OF MODERN RADIO RECEIVING... by

Note. -Radio Engineering will be glad to give information concerning the above
works and other radio and engineering books, in which subscribers may be interested.

Note: Your subscription, or the renewal or

extension of your subscription saves $1.00
toward the purchase price of any of the above
publications.
Just add $1.00 to the price listed opposite
the book desired. Send check or Money Order
to RADIO ENGINEERING, 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York City, and you will receive a full
year's subscription to RADIO ENGINEERING and
the book (postpaid) by return mail.

Radio Engineering.
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MANUFACTURERS
JOBBERS and DEALERS:
IE manutactur r and jobber will find the United Scientific, type UXB
Condenser, capable of solving every condenser problem. Jobbers and
dealers can make money stocking this universal precision instrument.
which is adaptable to ANY circuit. It can be mounted for all sorts of
drives and ganged in any number.
II

Characteristics:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

UNITED
SCIENTIFIC
TYPE UXB

Patent leveled brass rotor stator.
Precision spacing that assures accurate calibration.
Removable shaft can be adjusted to any desired length. Adaptable to ganging in any number.
Universal mounting permits clockwise sr counter clockwise rotation. Provided with integral frame lugs for sub -panel mountin t.
Modified straight -line frequency curve to take care of present
day broadcasting wavebands.

This new condenser is made in .00035 and .0005 sites. Nlay be had it
single. double, triple and quadruple models. The extremely low price of
this quality instrument is another reason why you should use it.
Make further Inquiries TODAY

LABORATORIES, Inc.,

UNITED SCIENTIFIC

New York City

80 -82 Fourth Avenue

Offices

Branch
Chicago
Cincinnati

Boston
Minneapolis
London, Ontario.

St. Louis

Los Angeles

Canadian Offices:

Philadelphia
San Francisco

Use A Milliammeter
.\ sensitive milliammeter in series with the plates
for indicating the current in these circuits and the power Of
the tubes, or in the grill circuit for showing the grid current
flowing, is the hest means of observing the operating condition of a radio set.
The Jewell Pattern No. 135 Milliammeter is a
2-inch round moving coil instrument for the set owner that
will indicate the conditions given above, and will make an
attractive addition to any set. Used in connection with the
Jewell Pattern No. 135 -13 Voltmeter, which is the same size
and appearance. it tells at a glance just when the filament
voltage is at the proper value to give maximum set efficiency.

Write for Radio Instrument Catalog No.

15 -C

Pattern No. 135
Milliammeter

Pattern Nn. 135
It is
meter 0-300
0 -300 milliamperes.
available in other ranges of 10,
15, 25, 50, 80, 10) or 5(X) milliThe two -inch diameter
amperes.
case is black enameled and encloses
IY.\rsonval moving coil
a fine
type movement, having silvered
parts and equipped with a zero
adjuster. The scale is silver etched
with black characters. A special
mounting arrangement makes it
easy to mount.

Instrument
Jewell Electrical
Chicago
11'alnut
1650

Street

--

"27 Years Making Good Instruments"

Co.
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EBY

AT1ON AL

TONE FILTER

SOCKETS

The new and improved Ebv Socket has 3 Big
Features that lift it head and shoulders above itcompetitors.
1. Contact
3 point wiping spring contact tht
full length of the prong. The contact prongs
are snugly enclosed by the material of which
the socket is moulded. The prongs cannot
spread.
2. Appearance
moulded in Phenolic material
with a beautiful stipple finish
the top the
exact size of tube hase. Small, beautiful and
completely contained.
3. Unique Design
easily mounted. either above
or below Bakelite, metal or wood.
ONE
UNI \'ERS.11, MODEL.

-as recommended
for use by R.C.A. and other makers of power
tubes and by loud -speaker manufacturers universally. Contains choke and large capacity
condenser. Instantly connected to any Radio
set without tools, 'phone cord being provided
with each Tone Filter for this purpose. Protects speaker and improves tone.
A Power -Tube Output Unit

-a

-

Price, complete, with 5 ft. cord, $7.00.
Price, without cord, $6.50.

-

-

NATIONAL CO., INC., W. A. Ready, Pres., Mahlen, Mass.
Send for Pamphlet E -8

r---

Universal Mounting

WIRE

STRAND- Antennae (plain
enameled)- Double Galvanized.

WIRE-Antennae (plain

or

or enam-

eled) Connecting and Ground
(Rubber) covered, braided or plain.
BUS BAR -Litzendraht -Loop.
MAGNET (Cotton or Silk).

By drilling 6 holes in Bakelite panel, suhpant
wiring is possible althougl the new Ehy Socket
itself is mounted on top of the panel.
l

John A. Roebling Son's Co.
Trenton, N. J.
t.

Anno uncing!
big hole and 2 small holes only are necessary
for an easy suhpanel assembly on either Bakelite
or metal panels with the new Ehy Socket.
For wood it is only necessary to drill 2
holes to mount the new Ebb Socket. The
contact fronu,c bend over and are wired on

New Size Tapper

1

Users of the No. 1-I4-inch capacity
Ettco High Speed Tapping Attachment
will welcome the announcement of this
New Size Ettco -the No. 2,-capacity
-loch.
up to

fnn..%r=arl..°a .,

rnn4-1.

The H. H. EBY MFG. CO., Inc.
4710 Stenton Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Makers of the Famous EBY Binding Posts

No.

I

No.

2

tcinch.

Etico Tapper

capacity

Etico Tappers eliminate tap breakage,
whatever the cause. :'s "green" operator
can bang the bottom of a tapped hole
using an Etteo and still not break the
tap -he has no friction to adjust.
Where Etteo Tappers have been Installed tap breakage has been eliminated and production increased 100 to

á -inch.

Ettco Tapper

capacity

Eastern Tube

&

Try an ETTCO TAPPER for ten DAYS
No obligntlon for the Trial.

Tool Co., Inc.

BROOKLYN, N.Y
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AMPLION

Yes, Better!

ANNOUNCES
Balanced Armature
Units for air column or Cone

-

R.A.1. Moving Armature
Unit 311 /16 "x35/16 ".

1.

embody many impressive
new features to insure
quality in any set.

Duraluminum diaphragm with point of application off centre to reproduce successfully.
high and low frequencies.

2.

3.

Straight bar magnets-the most efficient
type of construction.

Gas filled-85 Mil -Rectifier

Armature pivotted sturdily to insure permanent efficiency.

If they are not better you
Prove it to
don't pay
yourself and (lo it now-

--

Our Engineering Staff is always at
the disposal

It

of Set Maufacturers.

THE AMPLION CORPORATION OF AMERICA
531 -535 Wert 37th Street, New York Cit.

is

called Supertheon

SUPERTRON MFG. CO.,

Hoboken, N. J.

Member of the Radio Federation. Inc.

L

r

Mr. Man ufacturer!
earbbnerr Cortben5eni
"THE STANDARD OF COMPARISON"

Take out a 12 months insurance
policy and secure an even 12 months
outlet for your products.

81 Prospect Street, Brooklyn, New York

We have customers well distributed
over 65 different countries at your
disposal.

r--

SHIELDING
TERMINALS- ANGLES -DIES

Make our office your Export Depurt'nent. Our entire equipment and
competent export staff is at your service.

METAL STAMPINGS

Call, write or wire. We shall be glad
to tell who we are and what we can do
for you.

TO ORDER

Our Battery of Automatic
Presses assures quick service- economy in cost
engineering accuracy.

-

15

MAY WE QUOTE YOU
ON

YOUR

WORK?

38

F. R. ZIERICK MACHINE WORKS
6 -8

Howard St., Dept.

R. E.

New York City

Radio Manufacturers Export Co.
18

last

l.lttan St.,

New York. N.

1

.
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Buyers Directory of Equipment and Apparatus
Readers interested in products not listed in these columns are invited to tell us of
their wants, and we will inform the proper manufacturers. Address Readers'
Information Bureau.
Addresses of companies listed below, can be found in their advertisements -see
index on page 894.
ADAPTERS:
Bakelite Corp.
Carter Radio Co.

COILS. INDUCTANCE:
Aero Products. Inc.
Bruno Radio Corp.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.

AERIALS, LAMPSOCKET:
Dubilier Condenser Corp.
AMMETERS
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.

AMPLIFIERS, RESISTANCE:
Amsco Products. Inc.
De Jur Products Co.
Electric -Motive Eng. Co.
Polymet Mfg. Co.
ARRESTERS, LIGHTNING:
Bakelite Corp.
De .L ur Products Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
BASES, VACUUM TUBE:
Bakelite Corp.
Zierick Machine Wks.

BATTERIES, DRY:
National Carbon Co.
BINDING POSTS:
Bakelite Corp.
Eby, II. H. Mfg. Co.
X -L Radio Labs.
BRACKETS, ANGLE:
Zierick Machine Wks.
BRACKETS, SUBPANEL:
Bruno Radio Corp.
BRASS:
Copper and
Ass'n.

Brass

Research

CHOKES, AUDIO FREQUENCY:
Irvington Varnish and In-

sulator Co.
National Co.

CHOKES. RADIO FREQUENCY:
Cardwell, Allen D., Mfg. Co.
Silver Marshall, Inc.

CHOKES. B ELIMINATOR:
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Irvington Varnish and In-

sulator

Co.

Modern Elec. Mfg. Lo.
National Co.
CLAMPS, GROUND:

Aurora Electric Co.

CLIPS, SPRINGS:
Aurora Electric Co.
COILS, CHOKE:
Dudlo Mfg. Co.
COILS. IMPEDANCE:
Dudlo Mfg. Co.

Irvington Varnish
sulator Co.

and

National Co.
Silver Marshall. Inc.
COILS, MAGNET:
Acme Wire Co.
I)udlo Mfg. Co.
Irvington Varnish and

sulator Co.
COILS. RETARD:
Aero Products Co.
Hammarlund Mfg.

L'nit

<.ientitic Laboratories
Radio Co.

In-

In-

Laboratories.

CONNECTORS:

Saturn Mfg. & Sales Co.
CONTROLS, ILLUMINATED:

Martin- Copeland Co.
National Co.
COPPER:
Copper & Brass Research
Ass'n.
CURRENT CONTROLS, AUTOMATIC:

Co.

COILS. SHORT WAVE:
Aero Products Co.
Ilammariund Mfg. Co.
COILS, TRANSFORMER:
Dudlo Mfg. Co.

Irvington Varnish
sulator Co.

and

In

CONDENSERS. BY -PASS:
Concourse Elec. Co.
Dubilier Condenser Corp.
Globe Art Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
CONDENSERS, FILTER:
Concourse Elec. Co.
Dubilier Condenser Corp.
Globe Art Co.
Polymet Mfg. Co.
CONDENSERS, FIXED:
Amsco Products. Inc.
Cardwell, Allen D.. Mfg. Co.
Concourse Elec. Co.
Dubilier Condenser Corp.
Electrad. Inc.
Globe Art Co.
Micamold Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
CONDENSERS, MIDGET:
Amsco Products. Inc.
Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.

Hammarlund Mfg. Co.

CONDENSERS, MULTIPLE:
Amsco Products. Inc.
Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.

Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
United Scientific Laboratories.
Wireless Radio Co.
CONDENSERS, FIXED TRANSMITTING:
Dubilier Condenser Corp.
CONDENSERS,

I

X -L Radio

VARIABLE

TRANSMITTING:
Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
CONDENSERS, VARIABLE:
Amsco Products. Inc.
Bruno Radio Corp.
Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
National Co.
Silver Marshall. Inc.

Radial) Co.
DIALS:
Bakelite Corp.
Bruno Radio Corp.
Eby, H. H. Mfg. Co.
General Plastics. Inc.
Martin- Copeland Co.
National Co.
DIALS, VERNIER:
Martin- Copeland Co.
National Co.
ELIMINATORS, R BATTERY:
American Transformer Co.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Martin- Copeland Co.
National Co.
Paragon Electric Co.
Silver Marshall, Inc.
ELIMINATORS, UNITS FOR:
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Paragon Electric Co.
FILAMENT CONTROLS, AUTOMATIC:
Radiali Co.

FOIL:
U. S. Foil Co.
GALVANOMETERS:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
GRID LEAKS:
Amsco Products. Inc.

Jur Products Co.
Dubilier Condenser Corp.
Electrad, Inc.
International Resistance Corp.
Lynch, Arthur H. Co.
De

Micamold Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
HEAD SETS:
Bakelite Corp.
HORNS, MOLDED:
Bakelite Corp.
IMPEDANCE UNITS, TUNES
DOUBLE:
Ford Radio and Mica Corp.
K. II. Radio Laboratories.
Muter Leslie Co.

I'aragon Electric

INDUCTANCES,

Co.

TRANSMIT -

TING:
Aero Products, Inc.
INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRICAL:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.

INSULATION, MOULDED:
Bakelite Corp.
General Plastics. Inc.
Westinghouse Elec. Mfg. Co.

JACKS:
Aurora Elec. Co.
Carter Radio Co.
Electrad. Inc.
Saturn Mfg. & Sales Co.
Union Radio Co.
JACKS, TIP:
Carter Radio Co.
Union Radio Co.
KITS, LOUDSPEAKER:
Engineers Service Co.
KITS, RECEIVER:
Allen Rogers Co.
Bruno Radio Corp.
Silver Marshall. Inc.
United Scientific Laboratories.

(Pierce -Aero)
KITS, SHORT WAVE:
Aero Products, Inc.
KITS, TESTING:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
KITS, TRANSMITTING:
Aero Products. Inc.
KNOBS:
Bakelite Corp.
LACQUER:

Egyptian Lacquer

Co.

Zapon Co., The
LABORATORIES:
Electrical Testing Lahn.
LEAD -INS:
Mueller, J. J.
LOCK WASHERS:
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.
LUGS:
Mueller, J. J.
Zierick Machine Wks.
MAGNETS, SPEAKER:
Bullens, D. K. Co.

METERS:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
MOUNTINGS. RESISTANCE:
Mucker, J. J.
NAME PLATES:
Crown Name Plate & Mfg. Co.
NUTS:
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.
PANELS, COMPOSITION:
Bakelite Corp.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
PANELS, METAL:
Crowe Nameplate Co.
PAPER, CONE SPEAKER:
Seymour Co.
.
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TESTING KITS:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
TESTING LABORATORIES:
Ile Jur Products Co.
Electrical Testing Labs.
Polymet Mfg. Co.
TRANSFORMERS. AUDIO:
Saturn Mfg. & Sales Co.
Yaxley Mfg. Co.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Federal Radio Corp.
POTENTIOMETERS:
Ford Radio and Mica Corp.
Amsco Products. Inc.
Mier
Audio Co.
Carter Radio Co.
K. II. Radio Laboratories.
Electrad. Inc.
Muter, Leslie F.. Co.
Federal Radio Corp.
Paragon Elec. Co.
Micamold Co.
Emhart Laboratories Co.
United Scientific Laboratories.
Silver Marshall. Inc.
Ward Leonard Electric Co.
Walker. Geo. W. Co.
RESISTANCES, FIXED:
Wireless Radio Co.
Amsco Products. Inc.
TRANSFORMERS. B -El.i NI I
Carter Radio Co.
A'l'OR
De .lur Products Co.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electrad. Inc.
Ford
Radio and Mica Corp.
Muter. Leslie F.. Co.
Eller Audio Co.
Electro- Motive Eng. Corp.
K. II. Radio Laboratories.
International Resistance Corp.
Paragon Elec. Co.
Lynch, Arthur H. Co.
Marshall. Inc.
Silver
Micamold Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
TRANSFORMERS. FILAMENT
BEATING:
Ward Leonard Electric Co.
Dungan Elec. Mfg. Co.
RESISTANCES, VARIABLE:
TRANSFORMERS. OUTPUT:
American Mechanical Labs.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Amsco Products. Inc.
Carter Radio Co.
TRANSFORMERS. POWER:
Ile Jur Products Co.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electrad. Inc.
Ililer Audio Co.
Electro- Motive Eng. Corp.
National Co.
Federal Radio Corp.
Silver Marshall. Inc.
International Resistance Corp.
TRANSFORMERS, R. F..
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
TUNED:
Ward Leonard Electric Co.
Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.
RHEOSTATS:
TRANSFORMERS. R. F.. UNAmsco Products. Inc.
TUNED:
Carter Radio Co.
bubblier Condenser Corp.
De Jur Products Co.
TUBES, RECTIFIER:
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
Universal Elec. Lump Co.
United Scientific Laboratories.
Wireless Radio Co.
TUBES, VACUUM:
Supertron Co.
SETS. RECEIVING:
Universal Electric Lamp Co.
United Scientific Laboratories.
UNITS, SPEAKER:
SHIELDING. METAL:
Ampllon Corp. of America.
Copper and Brass Research
Assn.
VARNISH INSULATING:
Crowe Nameplate Co.
Irvington Varnish and InZierick Machine Wks.
sulator Co.
SOCKETS, TUBE:
VOLTMETERS, A. C.;
Amsco Products. Inc.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Bakelite Corp.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Eby, H. H. Mfg. Co.
VOLTMETER, D. C.:
Saturn Mfg. & Sales Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Yaxley Mfg. Co.
PLUGS:
Bakelite Corp.
Carter Radio Co.

-

\\estingbouse Elec.

&

deb

--PHIL/kw

QáDs
RADIO

Afa,

BROADC

4p1t

To

sow) I
Radi O

:

Uf
}
tU i
Do

itcs

T'rade-Buildier

Tell the
World Again.
AGAIN

Metallized Grid Leak
or Resistor

Íq
Bakelite Molded
Condenser

Filter Condenser

Mfg. Co.

SOLDER:
WASHERS:
Chicago Solder Co. (Koster).
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
WIRE, ANTENNA
SPEAKERS:
Acate Wire Co.
Amplion Corp. of America.
Dadlo Mfg. Corp.
Engineers Service Co.
Itoebling, J. A., Sons, Co.
STAMPINGS, METAL:
MIRE, BARE COPPER:
Zierick Machine Wks.
Acme Wire Co.
Dudlo Mfg. Co.
STRIPS. BINDING POST:
Madding, J. A.. Sons, Co.
X -L Radio Laboratories.
WIRE. COTTON COVERED:
SUBPANELS:
Acme Wire Co.
Bakelite Co.
lludlo Mfg, Corp.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
WIRE. ENAMELED COPPER:
Hallo Mfg. Corp.
SWITCHES
Aurora Electric Co.
WIRE, LITZENDRAHT:
Carter Radio Co.
Acme Wire Co.
Saturn Mfg. & Sales Co.
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Yaxley Mfg. Co.
WIRE, PIGTAIL:
TESTERS. B- ELIMINATOR:
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Jewell Electrical Inst. Co.
WIRE, SILK COVERED:
TESTERS, TUBE:
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
WIRE, TINNED COPPER:
Acme Wire Co.
TESTING INSTRUMENTS:
Ludic. Mfg. Corp.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Roebling, J. A.. Sons, Co
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.

ÇNIlADI ,>qh

ilIlòio tetpiterStilobber

Pure Metal Grid
Leak or Resistor

Polytrols
Tube Ballasts

the advertising of the Polymet
Manufacturing Corpor a t i o n will tell the
world of the high quality and dependability
of Polymet Products.
This national advertising begins with t h e
September issues of
the leading trade and
fan papers thruout the
country and will be run
in conjunction with a
very comprehensive
newspaper campaign
to continue thru the
entire selling season.
Live dealers are now
stocking Polymet Products.
They are the
staples of the industry.
Don't neglect t h e s e
staples -they b r i n g
customers to your
store.
Send for our latest
catalog which includes
several Of the most

popular

/Yt

l'r

('ü -

Polymet
Metal

Base Rheostats and Potentio-

meters

Manufacturing Corp.
599 Broadway, N. Y.

POLYMET PRODUCTS
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NEW AERO COILS
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that you should know about!
Interchangeable
Coil No. 0
A new coil for use in the AERO
Interchangeable Low \Vave Tuner
Kit. Range 13 to 29.4 meters.
This is the most efficient inductance for this low barrel. Price,

$4.00

Code No INT.0

RESISTOR
HAND BOOK

Interchangeable

By ZEH BOUCK

Coil No. 5

Write for Bouck's new
book on Resistor uses
and requirements, with
tables and data on
Eliminator construction
and operation.
Gives complete details
of the new A m s c o
Metaloids
nonhygroscopic, permanent
and accurate resistors.

Normal range 235 to 550 meters.
Range can be increased to 725
meters by using .0001 Sangamo
fixed condenser across the rotar
and stator of the .00014 variable
Code No. 1NT.5
condenser. This covers Airplane
to Airplane, Land to Airplane, and Ship to Shore (Great
Ickes, Atlantic and Pacific Oceans) hands. Price..$4.00

-the

Be sure to specify AERO Coils for best inductance coil

performance!

Price 25c postpaid.
AMSCO PRODUCTS, INC.
Broome & Lafayette Streets

AERO PRODUCTS, Inc.
Dept.
1772

New York City

17

Wilson Ave., Chicago, Ill.

R ,M A
.a
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Filament
Control

Magnaformer
Set Builders, be first
end

NOW for the NEW

\I :Ignafornier

`Jhe "SELF ADJUSTING"Rheortar

9 -S Hookup. The l'nnnnander -inI'11ief of 71125 Circuits.
Now being featured in
he Radio Magazines.

-

The very last word in Iteivers. Two years ahead

AMPERITE is not a fixed resistor or so- termed filament
ballast. It is the only self -variable tube filament control
insuring just the proper filament current for each and every
tube automatically. Does away with all rheostats on panel.

-1

.f field in Resign and

Performance. Amazing tone dualcr. A fiend for distance. Double

11. S. stage. A world of vol.
unta No interference. its equal has never been
achieved. A beautiful looking job. Easy to build.
.Rust the set to build for yourself fir for others.
Full size circuit blue prints and NOVEL srir-

.Iwpliacation each

and operation. Precludes tube damage froni
under or excessive -A" current increasing tube life and
always guaranteeing maximum tube performance.
It is therefore indispensable.
If'e co- operate with dealers and custom builders.
Simplifies wiring

Iva diagysa complete whine inetrurtinns sad detailed
story of development sod assnVIlshments of Man.
were Transformer mat et once
the perfect
nt*. SEND NOW
for

tn

Ldiall Company'

f9..

50 Franklin St., New York, N. Y.

RADe
LABORATORIES COMPANY
LABORATDePt.
Dept. 116.
La Salle Street

a.

"\c

TINFOIL

1

.\1 T?'

RESISTORS

Type "P" heavy duty resistors,
conservatively rated to insure wire-wound on porcelain, are
safety. Proof of this was demon- designed for use in power cirstrated at the Raytheon Laboratories when a heavy duty resistor gaits where the use of high
rated at 10 Watts withstood sac- voltages makes ordinary recessfully a 500 Watt test.
sistors impractical.
-/ car: is .. .il!INN,.
l.vnrlt Resistor for every resistance reed.

Lynch Heavy Duty Resistors are

FOR CONDENSERS
All grades of
TIN FOIL

The Complete Resistance

LEAD FOIL
COMPOSITION FOIL
ALUMINUM FOIL

Line

J

LYRe
WIRE WOUND

UNITED STATES FOIL CO.
KENTUCKY

LOUISVILLE

H. LYNCH, Inc.
Geoetal Mot rs Blds.. 1:75

Broadway. at 57th St.. New yuck. V.

Y

__

f.

r»Pep Up

X -L

1

PRODUCTS

LACQUERS

-

Tune quickly-adjust accurately
distracting noises

Your Set

-eliminate
get
X -L

circuit.

correct

VARIO

tube oscillation -with
DENSERS in your

FOR THE

Designers of all latest and best circuits
specify and endorse.
Micrometer adjustment easily
MODEL "N
ode. a,stires exact oscillation control In all
New
tic.
frequency einuits.
rimed radio
Roberts 2 -tube. Browning- Drake. Silver's Knoek311,1.
to
20
1.8
range
Capacity
ow.
out
Price $1.00
Obtains the proper grid ea poetry Oil
MODEL "G
kad :u circuit filter and intermediate fretllmtllg in ,nlnI - heterodyne and positive mid bias i
all ...et-. Cap.l.lt' range. Yodel G -1 .111002 to .0001 3111
31odeI G -10 .0003 to .0.1
.yodel G -5 .uoal to .110u5 31íd.
311d.
Price each with grid clips, 51.50.
X -L PUSH POST -Vibrations will not loosen, releases inPrice each 15e
stantly.
Price $1.50
Also in strip of 7 on black panel marked in white.
FREE wiring diagrams allowing use of X -L units in the
coupled radio frequency Cl r
l
11
new LorrI N - \V II I'l'E
ills. Send for yours today.
lilachook
s
cult, and in
2423 Lincoln Ave.
X -L RADIO LABORATORIES
CHICAGO.
2

"-

RADIO INDUSTRY

rie

"-

l'o

.

The Egyptian Lacquer Manufacturing Co.
Dept R. E.

90 West St., New York City

11

AURORA

2I1JflJIMBR7I
The Standard Cone Speaker Paper

.V

1.

11

I'AI'Elt

A M It l; A

gives

SOLUTELY
resonance

point of
osvm.
.lust as
the cone speaker is
supreme In radio
reproduction. so also
is
supreme In imparting the utmost in

its

you.

Main
14

-18

Office

t

AURORA ELECTRIC CO.
and

Factory

bonbon Place. lkooklyn, N. Y.

Chicago

season.

tulle

ALIIAMIIItA

is

furnished in sheets suit able for cone speakers of

ALHAMItitA

All types of jacks, switches, leadins with switch,
indoor aerials, grid leak mounting. and prongs.
Dealers and Jobbers -An attractive Proposition awaits

mallufar-

tnrers
are
invited to
communicate
with Ils
concerning their requirements for the coming

I

h'OIt31 RESt,N.VKCE.
It has w1

Contract work for Manufacturers

shaker

Tune

. l'

I' \

inches

to

36

inches

dlameter- special

sizes to

13

Prompt shipment
guaranteed.
order.

ullalit P.

The SEYMOUR Co.

Representative

Aaron. Siedmae Co.. 32 Randolph SI.

323 W. 16th St.
L.

Sole Distributors for
U. S. A. and Export

New York Cityy
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The right flux for radio
can make a manufacturer
The wrong flux
can quickly break him
After costly experiments scores of
radio manufacturers have found
there is but one safe flux for radio

soldering- rosin.

Rosin, an organic mixture, is a
non -conductor and non -corrosive.
The glass-like surface of this material does not readily lend itself to
the collection of dust (carbon particles) as will the sticky organic

SHAi(EPROOF

Lock Washers and

Lug Terminals

-

-

-

Tangleproof
Multiple Locking
Spreadproof
That's SHAKEPROOF!
Production men like this lock washer with the Twisted
Teeth because it speeds up their work and lowers
costs.

Type

II

External

greases of paste. Nor will rosin
attract moisture from the atmosphere; the chlorides of pastes and
fluids will. Moisture plus carbon

particles defeat the best insulations produced. Moisture plus chlorides direct
a slow but determined corrosive attack upon supporting metals. Such
slow corrosion in wiring causes a

steadily increasing resistance to the
flow of electrical energy.
Kester Rosin -Core Radio Solder

scientifically combines radio's

premier flux, rosin, with a solder
alloy of unvarying quality. The use
of Kester Radio Solder furnishes
the user with a means of accomplishing safer, faster and cleaner set
wiring.

Manufacturers using Kester

type 11
Internal

Type

15

Countersunk

A Lock Washer and

Lug Terminal in One
Shakeproof Locking Lug Terminals have the same
Twisted Teeth as Shakeproof Lock Washers. A lock
washer and lug terminal in one, they eliminate one
assembly and prevent loose connections.

Rosin -Core Solder are assured that
no part of their production will
ever be returned or fall into discard

Type 20064
Flat with winged
ends. Made to fit
Nos. 4 and 6

through the corrosive and conductive action of a chloride flux.

screws.

Our experimental and

research laboratory has assisted many
manufacturers in the solving of their soldering problems. A post
card will bring you further information without obligation.

Type 2008
Flat, with one
hole. Made to fit
Nos. 6, 8 and 10

screws.

COMO

Asungmb
,"SOLDER"

Type 20061

Either flat or
with 45° bend
front center, with

Wn/.

two holes.

Just drop us

KESTER S OLDER
Rosin-Core

CHICAGO SOLDER COMPANY
4224 Wrightwood Avenue, Chicago, U.S. A.

card and we will gladly forward
free samples for your convincing shop test!
a

SHAKEPROOF

LockWasher Company
Division of Illinois Tool Works

2511 North Keeler Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

Originators and
World's Largest Manufacturers of Self-fluxing Solder
VILLI.A MIS

PRESS,

INC., NEW YORK -ALBANY

Power Transformers
and Chokes insist on
Dongan
It's a "power year" -for the buying public and
the manufacturer. To the designer of sets it
resolves itself into a matter of the proper selection of type and design.

Power Transformer
No. 3591
Used with 350 -100 m.a.
rectifier tubes, making

thoroughly satisfactory a n d practical
A B C eliminator.
Specify make of tube
you will use.
$15 list
a

One thing you can be certain of -for all types
of A C and Rectifier Tubes, Dongan Power
Parts (transformers and chokes) are standard.
In fact Dongan laboratories helped to develop
several of the leading types. Whatever you
prefer you can secure Dongan Power Parts
designed for that particular type.

Choke No. 3564

Used

together with
above transformer and
rectifier
350 400 m.a.
tubes.

-or

$15 list

FANS -SET BUILDERS

You can secure immediate delivery on the power parts shown
here. If your dealer cannot supply you send check or money
Also
order to factory direct.
write for information on Transformers for the new A C Filament
Tubes.

-to

our
problems
Send your specifications
engineering department. For experimental
work or quantity production Dongan is in a
position to cooperate with you on all approved

types of Transformers and Chokes-now.

DONGAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Franklin St.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
2995 -3001

o

TRANSFO'MERS of MERIT for FIFTEEN YEARS

our off.
A WORD

of CAUTION.

STANDARD

Certain unscrupulous

Manufacturers dSock!

HEAVY-DUTY

Paver Unie and arenas

manulactuiers are im-

itating the

Engineers midTedinicians.

CLAROSTAT.

am incited todiaass their

Bern genuine Clarostat has

IVII1I711(j

the name stamprd Jn the ruse

IlCiii&

resistor problems arlh us.

All ofIhein are Claros7tats -- But their Jobs
are different, because-

The MIDGET

HERE is the baby member of the Clarostat family.
It is tiny, compact, trim, yet ample for the pur-

pose intended. The Midget is designed for receiving
set applications requiring very low current -handling
capacity, such as the plate control for r. f. and
detector tubes, handling not more than two standard
tubes in common; as a variable shunt resistance for
regenerative control; and similar purposes. It is less
than half the size of the Standard type Clarostat,
and therefore fits in tight places. The Midget comes
in a universal range suitable for receiver applications, and has a current -carrying capacity of 8
watts. Obviously, it cannot and will not do the
work of its larger brothers.

The HEAVY-DUTY
-

IN GENERAL appearance and quite aside from
the Clarostat family resemblance -there is little
difference between the Standard and the Heavy Duty types. The latter, however, is a trifle deeper,
so as to provide greater current -carrying capacity.
It was mainly to provide a variable line voltage control that the Heavy -Duty type was introduced,
although it has many applications in receivers and
socket -power devices where heavy -duty conditions
are met. It is available in various resistance ranges,
from the lowest for filament control, to the low
range for line -voltage control. The current- carrying capacity is 25 watts.

The POWER

The STANDARD
oldest member of the Clarostat family,
AstheTHE
Standard type has become universally known

as the greatest variable resistor. This type has
countless applications, since it is obtainable in
various resistance ranges including extra low for
filament control, low for certain socket -power and recharger applications, and the universal range running from 200 to over 5 megohms in five complete
turns of its knob. The Standard type is a favorite
in B- eliminators, as a variable voltage control. It
is employed in receivers for all purposes from the
extreme of a variable grid leak of several megohms
to a volume control of a few thousand ohms. Its
current -carrying capacity is 20 watts.

THE

big brother of the Clarostat family, for the
present at least, is the Power type, fully capable
of meeting present -day demands in electrified radio
sets and socket power devices. It is a Clarostat in
every sense same design, same operation, same
knob but on a giant scale. In the low range, this
type may be employed as a line voltage control, in
which event it does a real job unaided by supplementary fixed resistances. It may be employed as
a filament current control in the case of series connected filaments supplied by a high -voltage
rectifier. It has many applications in radio transmission and in broadcasting where real work must
be done, with a current- carrying capacity of 40 watts.

- -

AMERICAN MECHANICAL LABORATORIES,
Specialists in, Variable
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